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ABSTRACT
Chynoweth, Brandon C. MSAA, Purdue University, August 2015. A new roughness array for controlling the nonlinear breakdown of second-mode waves at Mach 6.
Major Professor: Steven P. Schneider.
Transition of hypersonic boundary layers can be caused by many different instabilities. The current research focuses on the growth and breakdown of second-mode
waves. All experiments were performed in the Boeing/AFOSR Mach-6 Quiet Tunnel
at Purdue University. The low freestream noise environment at this facility is ideally
suited for studying boundary-layer transition at conditions similar to those in flight.
A flared cone model was used to maximize the growth of second-mode waves at a
constant frequency. The resulting disturbance amplitudes were large enough to cause
transition of the boundary layer. Characteristic hot-cold-hot streaks of heat transfer
were observed on a smooth wall model. Maximum second-mode pressure fluctuation
magnitudes were measured to be approximately 25% of the mean pressure on the
surface of the model.
The effect of surface roughness was measured on the 4-inch flared cone model
and the Roughness Insert Cone model (with a 4.5-inch base). The first successful
interaction of a roughness element with the second-mode instability was measured.
Epoxy dots applied to the 4-inch cone changed the pattern of heating when the
roughness element height was approximately 25% of the boundary-layer thickness
at the point of application. Increasing the epoxy dot heights to nearly 40% of the
boundary-layer thickness further changed the heating pattern, but a change in the
viscosity of the epoxy prohibited further testing.
The Rod Insertion Method roughness insert was then developed and successfully
tested on the Roughness Insert Cone. Two RIM inserts were fabricated with 30 brass
rods inserted around the circumference every 12◦ . Each brass rod had a diameter that

xviii
spanned 3◦ azimuthally. RIM Insert #1 had roughnesses with a height of 380 µm while
RIM Insert # 2 had elements with a height of 250 µm. Both inserts altered the smooth
wall heat transfer pattern while still allowing large amplitude second-mode waves to
amplify. The ratio of the roughness-element height to the boundary-layer thickness
varied between 24% and 46% based on the unit Reynolds number. The elements
never acted as a boundary-layer trip. Thus, the RIM roughness is a viable method
for future studies of the nonlinear breakdown of large second-mode waves.
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1. Introduction and Background
1.1

Hypersonic Laminar-Turbulent Transition
When a vehicle travels at hypersonic speeds, a layer of viscous fluid forms near

the surface. In this region, known as the boundary layer, the velocity of the fluid is
decelerated from the freestream velocity to zero at the surface. A laminar boundary
layer exhibits smooth streamlines that are approximately parallel to the surface, with
only small fluctuations in velocity. As disturbances due to roughness or freestream
noise begin to amplify, the boundary layer becomes less stable and transition begins. The disturbances continue to amplify until they become unstable and begin to
break down. As the mixing of fluid particles with differing momentum increases, the
boundary layer becomes turbulent [1].
Boundary-layer transition affects the heating, skin friction, drag, and moments
that a vehicle may experience in flight. A transitional or turbulent boundary layer
may have heating rates that are three or more times larger than during laminar
conditions. Figure 1.1 shows data from Re-Entry Flight F at Mach 20 from Reference
[2]. Turbulent heating rates are nearly five times those experienced at the onset of
transition. Early boundary-layer transition can cause a heat shield to ablate faster
than anticipated and lead to vehicle failure. If a designer takes the worst-case scenario
approach, the heat shield may be excessively heavy, reducing the maneuverability and
range of the vehicle. Boundary-layer transition may not occur symmetrically, and the
vehicle can experience asymmetric loads. If the control system is not robust enough,
the vehicle may be lost [3]. Therefore, it can be of critical importance to develop
a reliable method of predicting boundary-layer transition so that the heating, skin
friction, drag, and moments on a vehicle can be accurately calculated.
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Figure 1.1. Flight data from Re-Entry F showing increase in heating
due to transition and turbulence. Re-drawn from Figure 8 in Reference [2].

Morkovin & Reshotko identified several paths that can lead to turbulence, as
shown in Figure 1.2. Boundary-layer instabilities such as Görtler vortices and secondmode waves follow path A [4]. Disturbances in the environment or on the surface of
the body interact with the boundary layer through the process of receptivity. The
disturbances continue to grow in the boundary layer both linearly and non-linearly
until they begin to break down. As breakdown progresses, turbulent spots begin to
appear. The turbulent spots grow and spread in the downstream direction, eventually
coalescing into a fully turbulent boundary layer [1]. Factors such as Mach number,
the freestream disturbance environment, nose bluntness, and wall temperature can
all have significant impacts on the location of the transition region [5]. How these
factors interact with physical mechanisms is still not well understood, and therefore
empirical or semi-empirical prediction methods are currently used when designing
vehicles.
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Figure 1.2. Diagram of paths that can lead to laminar-turbulent transition of a boundary layer. Figure redrawn from Fedorov [4].

1.2

Transition Prediction - The eN Method
The transition prediction method known as eN was developed in 1956 by van

Ingen [6] and coincidently by Smith and Gamberoni [7]. Using linear stability theory
(LST), a semi-empirical relationship was developed to predict transition using the
amplitude of the most amplified disturbance within the boundary layer. The N factor
at a certain location can be calculated using Equation 1.1 if the initial disturbance
amplitude (A0 ) and the amplitude at the spatial location (A) of the most amplified
disturbance frequency are known.
eN =

A
A0

(1.1)

Typically, N factors between 8 to 11 have been found to approximately correlate
the predicted transition point to experimental data from wind tunnels and flight [7,8].
Even with the success of the eN method, there are limitations to its usefulness.
Smith and Gamberoni recognized that this method does not explicitly take into account variables such as surface roughness, free-stream disturbances, or vibrations.
Specifically in hypersonic flows, tunnel-to-tunnel variability in freestream noise levels
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can be included only via correlations to N. Additionally, since it is based on linearized
equations, the non-linear aspects of transition cannot be taken into account except
with N-factor correlations. Therefore it is important to develop a transition prediction
method including more physics.

1.3

The Importance of Quiet Wind Tunnels
Wind-tunnel freestream noise can be calculated as the root-mean-square of the

pitot pressure divided by the mean pitot pressure. Fisher and Dougherty gathered
flight-test data on a 5◦ half-angle cone at Mach 2 [9]. Freestream disturbances were
measured at 0.0199% and 0.0057% for two different flights. Conventional hypersonic
wind tunnels can have noise levels several orders of magnitude larger than what is
measured in flight [10]. The increase in pressure fluctuations in noisy facilities is
caused by a turbulent boundary layer on the nozzle wall radiating noise into the
freestream. The noise interacts with instabilities in the boundary layer and can cause
transition to occur sooner than what is measured in flight.
Since the growth of an instability depends on the freestream noise levels, it is
important to have facilities with freestream conditions similar to those experienced in
flight. A quiet wind tunnel reduces the amount of noise radiated into the freestream
by maintaining a laminar boundary layer on the nozzle wall. Noise levels in quiet
hypersonic wind tunnels are 0.10% or less [10]. Figure 1.3 is a shadowgraph image
of a cone traveling at Mach 4.3 down a ballistics range, from left to right, details of
which can be found in Reference [11]. The lower surface of the cone has a turbulent
boundary layer similar to conventional facilities. The ripples emanating into the flow
are acoustic waves, the major source of noise. On the upper surface, a portion of the
boundary layer is laminar. In the freestream adjacent to the laminar boundary layer,
noise from pressure fluctuations is absent. While quiet wind tunnels can maintain
low freestream noise conditions, they cannot simulate all aspects of flight. Quiet
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tunnels generally have low Reynolds numbers and cannot duplicate high-enthalpy
gas dynamics or chemically reacting flows.

Figure 1.3. Shadowgraph of cone traveling down ballistic range from
left to right at Mach 4.3 illustrating the difference between noise radiated from turbulent versus laminar boundary layer. Photograph from
Reference [10].

1.4

Mack-Mode Waves
Linear stability theory was used by Mack to calculate disturbance frequencies

and growth rates of inviscid instabilities in a compressible boundary layer over an
adiabatic flat plate [12]. The two predominant disturbances in supersonic/hypersonic
boundary layers on flat plates and cones at zero angle of attack are the first mode
and second mode. At Mach numbers between 1.6 and 4, a low frequency disturbance
known as the first mode dominates. The first-mode instabilities with the largest
amplification rates are oblique waves with a propagation angle (Ψ) between 55◦ and
60◦ as can be seen in Figure 1.4.
As the Mach number is increased, the amplification rate of the second-mode instability becomes larger than the first mode. The most unstable second-mode wave is
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two-dimensional with a wave angle of 0◦ , but oblique waves are possible. Physically,
the second-mode wave is an acoustic wave trapped within the boundary layer. The
region between the surface and the local sonic line of the boundary layer acts as a
waveguide, as illustrated in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.4. Mach number effect on maximum spatial amplification
rate of the first and second-mode disturbances at a Re = 1500, insulated wall. Redrawn from Reference [12].

Figure 1.5. Schematic of second-mode wave (acoustic ray) reflecting
within the boundary layer. Profiles shown are the velocity profile U(y)
and pressure fluctuation profile p’(y). Redrawn from Reference [4].
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With the boundary layer acting as a waveguide, the approximate wavelength of
the second-mode wave is twice the boundary-layer thickness. The frequency (f ) of
the second-mode disturbance at a certain location can be calculated using the edge
velocity (ve ) and the boundary-layer thickness (δ):
f=

ve
2δ

(1.2)

Experimentally measuring the edge Mach number and the frequency of the secondmode waves, Stetson and Kimmel [13] and Kendall [14] used Equation 1.2 to show that
the wavelength of the second-mode wave is indeed approximately twice the boundarylayer thickness.
Experimentally, second-mode waves have been visualized using schlieren imaging
on a 7◦ half-angle cone at Mach 8. The slanted striations, termed rope waves, seen in
Figure 1.6(a) are the second-mode waves within the boundary layer. Increasing the
unit Reynolds number to 6.3×106 /m, the beginning of the breakdown of the waves is
seen in Figure 1.6(b).

(a) unit Re = 5.7×106/m

(b) unit Re = 6.3×106/m

Figure 1.6. Schlieren images at Mach 8 on a 7◦ half-angle cone at
0◦ angle of attack. Flow is from left to right. Printed with permission
from the author of Reference [15].

One aspect of second-mode waves that linear stability theory does not correctly
predict is non-linear saturation and breakdown. It has been shown experimentally
that as the amplitude of the second mode increases, spectral energy is transferred to
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harmonics of the primary disturbance frequency [16, 17]. This non-linear spreading
process, further discussed in Section 1.9, causes the second-mode waves to decay
leading to boundary-layer transition.

1.5

Nosetip Bluntness Effects
If large second-mode disturbances are desired, high amplification rates are needed

as well as a boundary layer that is receptive to freestream disturbances. Stetson
performed a parametric study on the effect of nose-tip bluntness on second-mode
amplification rates. Tests were performed on a straight 7◦ half-angle cone with a
length of 1 m [13]. The cone was tested at Mach 8 and zero angle of attack. Nose
tip radii varied from 50.8 µm to 1.8 cm, with Reynolds number based on the nose
radius ranging from 5000 to 1.75×106 . In general starting with a sharp nosetip and
increasing the radius had a stabilizing effect on the boundary layer up to a certain
radius, after which the effect reversed. It was hypothesized that this effect was due
to the swallowing of the entropy layer created by a blunt nose affecting second-mode
amplification rates.
Kara performed a numerical simulation on the effect of nose bluntness with relation
to both amplification rates and receptivity using the axisymmetric Navier-Stokes
equations [18]. The simulated geometry was a straight 5◦ half-angle cone at Mach 6.
The Reynolds number based on nose radius ranged from 650 to 1.3×105 . Decreasing
the nose radius increased the initial amplification rates of second-mode disturbances.
A receptivity coefficient was computed to determine the effect of nose bluntness. The
coefficient is computed by normalizing the pressure fluctuations on the model surface
at the neutral point by the freestream acoustic pressure disturbance. Decreasing the
nose radius increased the receptivity coefficient. The increased receptivity with the
sharp nose tip results in second-mode waves with larger initial amplitudes.
The two studies presented highlight the importance of having a sharp nosetip when
attempting to produce large-amplitude second-mode disturbances. Steve Wilkinson
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stated that the criterion used for a sharp nosetip at NASA Langley is a Reynolds
number based on the nose radius of 1000 [19]. Using the freestream unit Reynolds
number (Re) and the nose radius (rnose ), the following equation is used to compute
the Reynolds number based on nose radius:
Rernose = Re × rnose

1.6

(1.3)

Effects of Roughness on Boundary-Layer Transition
Roughness on the surface of a vehicle can be divided into two categories, isolated

and distributed roughness. Isolated roughnesses are created by discrete elements on
the surface of the model. Examples of isolated roughnesses are rivets, gaps, and steps
caused by misalignment of vehicle components. Distributed roughnesses are spread
across the surface such as an ablating heat shield, etching of the surface due to
particles, or uneven application of surface finishes or paint. The present work focuses
on isolated roughness. An isolated roughness element, such as a rod or sphere on the
surface of a model, introduces vorticity into the boundary layer, typically through a
horseshoe vortex that forms behind the element. Each horseshoe vortex is composed
of a pair of counter-rotating vortices that spread in the downstream direction, as
visualized in Figure 1.7 from Reference [20].
Two non-dimensional quantities are often used to compare results from data of
different roughness heights (k). The first quantity is the height of the roughness
element compared to the boundary-layer thickness (δ) simply represented as a ratio
of the two values k/δ. For the current work, the boundary-layer edge thickness
is determined when the enthalpy reaches 100.3% of the freestream value. Another
useful quantity is the Reynolds number based on roughness height (Rek ) defined by
the following equation
Rek =

ρk uk k
µk

(1.4)

where the density (ρ), velocity (u), and viscosity (µ) are the edge values at the
position of the roughness element in the undisturbed boundary layer. At low speeds,
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Figure 1.7. Oil flow visualization of the vortices formed by a sphere
of diameter 0.238 cm (k/δ = 2) on a 7.7◦ wedge at an edge Mach
number of 5.5, Figure 4 from Reference [20].

Smith and Clutter showed that roughnesses with a Rek < 10-25 is unlikely to have
an effect on transition [21]. Schneider notes that this may not be true when there
are instabilities such as Görtler present that may amplify the vorticity created by the
element [22].

1.7

The Görtler Instability Interaction With Second-Mode Waves
The Görtler instability is caused by a centrifugal action that causes vortices to

form on concave surfaces, such as a flared cone. Li, et al. [23] performed computations
using parabolized stability equations to investigate possible interactions between the
second-mode disturbance and the Görtler instability that could lead to transition.
The simulations were performed on a flared cone 0.47 m long with a constant 3 m
radius of curvature and a nosetip radius of 0.16 mm at a unit Reynolds number
of 10.2×106 /m. Examining the instability of only the Görtler mode, a maximum Nfactor of just under 6 occurred at the aft end of the cone for an azimuthal wavenumber
(kc ) of 50 per circumference. Varying the wavenumber from kc = 50 to kc = 100, the
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peak N-factor decreases by less than 1. This demonstrates that there is a large range
of kc for which the Görtler mode is unstable.
The simultaneous development of a Görtler mode with kc = 50 and a second-mode
disturbance with a frequency of 300 kHz was then tracked. At small amplitudes,
the second-mode disturbance developed independently of the Görtler mode. The
slow evolution of each disturbance gave way to rapid variations as both increased in
amplitude, indicating that the two disturbances were interacting. A sharp increase
in the wall shear indicated a distorted mean flow. Increasing the initial amplitude of
the Görtler instability caused the sharp increase in wall shear to move upstream on
the surface of the model.

1.8

The Purdue Flared Cone Family

1.8.1

The Computational Design of the Purdue Flared Cone Geometry

In order to observe transition due to second-mode waves, large N-factors are required. If a narrow band of second-mode frequencies can be amplified for a large spacial extent, N-factors indicative of transition should be experimentally possible. Johnson et al. [24] exploited the tuning of the second-mode frequencies to the boundarylayer thickness to design a vehicle shape for maximum N-factors. Full Navier-Stokes
computational fluid dynamics simulations were used to show that a flared cone was
the optimal shape. The flared shape promoted an adverse pressure gradient that
resulted in a boundary layer of nearly constant thickness. Wheaton [25] and Juliano [26] further refined the shape using STABL to design a model capable of testing
in the Boeing AFOSR Mach 6 Quiet Tunnel (BAM6QT). Maximum N-factors were
achieved on a flared cone with a constant 3-meter circular arc. For a second-mode
frequency near 260 kHz, the computed N-factor was 23 at the aft end of the cone.
Two different models with 3-meter circular arc geometries have been fabricated at
Purdue University.
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1.8.2

The 4-inch Flared Cone Design

The smaller of the two flared cones tested has a 4-inch base diameter. It consists
of two pieces, a nosetip and a frustum. The stainless steel nosetip used in present
experiments is 17.1 cm long with a nose radius of 140 µm (0.005 inches) and an
initial opening half-angle of approximately 1.5◦ . Based on unit Reynolds number
tested, the Rernose was between 885 and 1700. The nosetip radius was measured using
a Zygo ZeGage 3-D optical surface profiler. The opening angle was evaluated by
taking a picture of the nosetip with a Moticam 3 mega-pixel camera attached to a
microscope. The picture was imported into SolidWorks and the angle was evaluated.
The frustum is made of aluminum and is 30.2 cm in length. The total length of the
model is 47.3 cm. A schematic of the 4-inch flared cone model is shown in Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8. Drawing of the 4-inch flared cone model. Dimensions are in centimeters.

Luersen modified the frustum to have 6 sensor ports along a single ray on the
surface of the cone [27]. Sensor installation ports are located 23.0, 28.0, 33.0, 38.1,
43.2, and 45.0 cm from the nosetip. Each port is 3.27 mm (0.129 inches) in diameter
to accommodate either a PCB132 sensor or a Medtherm Schmidt-Boelter (SB) heat
transfer gauge. Two additional sensor ports were added along the main sensor array
at distances of 35.6 and 40.6 cm from the nosetip. To assess the axisymmetric qualities
of the second-mode instability, sensor ports were added ± 120◦ azimuthally from the
main ray at distances of 33.0, 38.1, and 43.2 cm from the nosetip. Additionally, sensor
ports were added 10◦ and 15◦ azimuthally from the sensor at x = 40.6 cm to perform
coherence measurements. A photograph with sensor positions indicated is shown in
Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9. Photograph of 4-inch flared cone with annotated sensor positions.

1.8.3

The Roughness Insert Cone

A flared cone with a larger base diameter was made to increase the maximum
Reynolds number based on the length of the model. The model consists of a nosetip,
an insert ring, and a frustum as shown in Figure 1.10. The nosetip is 25.4 cm long with
a nose radius of 150 µm (0.006 inches) and an opening half-angle of approximately
1.5◦ . The Rernose for current testing ranged from 1000 to 1900. The nosetip radius was
measured in the same way as described in Section 1.8.2. The cone was designed with
a space 0.635 cm (0.25 inches) wide between the nosetip and the frustum. This gap
is filled with a removable insert ring. A step of 50 µm or less as measured between
the insert and the frustum and nosetip as measured with the Zygo ZeGage. Inserts
can either be left unmodified, Figure 1.11(a), to test smooth wall cases, or roughness
elements can be added to the surface, Figure 1.11(b). The inserts allow for testing of
both destructive and non-destructive methods of producing roughnesses.

Figure 1.10. Sketch of the roughness insert cone with the location of
the nosetip, roughness insert, and frustum.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.11. Insert rings made of (a) aluminum without roughness
and (b) Torlon with brass rods embedded for roughness as discussed
in Section 3.2.3.

The original frustum designed by Luersen had a base diameter of nearly 12.7 cm.
The large base diameter proved troublesome to reliably start in the BAM6QT facility,
therefore a new frustum was designed with a base diameter of 11.4 cm. The smaller
diameter frustum was used to collect all data presented by the current author. Sensors
are placed at a distance of 33.9, 36.5, 39.0, 41.6, 44.1, 46.6, and 49.2 cm from the
nosetip. Two additional sensors are placed ±10◦ azimuthally from the sensor at x =
41.6 cm as can be seen in Figure 1.12. These holes were added after the results that
will be presented in Section 3.2.

Figure 1.12. Photograph of roughness insert cone with 11.4 cm base
diameter. Black dots on the surface are reference marks spaced
30◦ apart azimuthally and 2.54 cm apart in the streamwise direction.
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1.9

Review of Experimental and Computational Work on Flared Cones
Blanchard [28] and Lachowicz [29] first tested a flared cone in the NASA-Langley

Mach 6 Quiet Tunnel. The first half of the model was a straight 5◦ half-angle cone
from the nosetip to x = 25.4 cm. The next half was a flared portion with a constant
radius of 2.36 m. Tests were performed at a freestream unit Reynolds number of
9.25×106 /m. With a radius of 2.5 µm and Rernose = 23, the nosetip is considered
sharp. Measurements were performed with a hot-wire anemometer. The second-mode
instability was found to have a maximum disturbance amplitude between 80% and
90% of the boundary-layer thickness. On the flared portion of the model, second-mode
amplitudes increased in the streamwise direction over a nearly constant bandwidth of
disturbance frequencies. The second-mode wavelength scaled as approximately twice
the boundary layer thickness.
The 4-inch base flared cone designed by Wheaton was first tested in the BAM6QT
facility by Chou [30]. With a blunt 1-mm nose radius, transition was not apparent
anywhere on the model even though computations indicated N-factors of nearly 13 at
the aft end of the cone. Harmonics of the primary frequency were observed, a result of
the non-linear growth of the second-mode disturbance. Numerical computations performed by Balakumar [31] on a flared cone geometry indicated that a sharper nosetip
would result in increased receptivity leading to larger initial disturbance amplitudes.
A nosetip with a radius of 0.16 mm was fabricated and tested under both noisy
and quiet tunnel conditions.

For unit Reynolds numbers tested between 8.0 to

12.0×106 /m, the Rernose ranged from 1280 to 1920 and therefore the nosetip was
considered “nearly sharp.” Under quiet flow, streaks of heating were observed using
temperature sensitive paint. Figure 1.13 shows two regions of high heat transfer separated by a cooler region, creating a characteristic hot-cold-hot pattern. Harmonics of
the primary disturbance frequency were measured near the first increase in heating.
Pressure fluctuations measured using PCB-132 fast pressure sensors indicated transitional flow at the point where the heating increases for the second time. N-factors
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computed at the second increase in heating were approximately 19, much larger than
what is typically expected at transition.

Figure 1.13. TSP image of the 4-inch flared cone showing the hotcold-hot streamwise streak pattern. Quiet flow, P0 = 157.9 psia, T0
= 159.0◦ C. Figure 9.15(c) from Reference [19], used with permission.

Fundamental breakdown, also called K-type breakdown, was first described by
Klebanoff et al. [32]. A high-amplitude two-dimensional primary wave, such as the
second-mode wave in hypersonic flows, transfers energy to lower-amplitude oblique
waves. The energy transfer is a non-linear process that causes amplification of the
oblique waves and broadening of the disturbance spectrum. Eventually this process
causes transition to turbulence.
Computations by Sivasubramanian and Fasel [33] shed light on the underlying
physics of the hot-cold-hot streak heating and the connection to fundamental breakdown. The direct numerical simulation geometry was a 3-meter-constant-flare cone
with a “nearly sharp” nose radius of 0.16 mm and length of 0.47 m. Reaching a maximum N-factor of 17 at x = 0.47 m, the primary axisymmetric two-dimensional wave
had a frequency of 296 kHz. A parametric study was first performed to determine
the azimuthal wave number (kc ) that caused the oblique mode to have the largest
growth rate. Low-resolution simulations with wave numbers from 40 to 150 were performed, and it was determined that a kc = 90 resulted in the largest growth rate for
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the oblique waves. Continuing with high resolution computations, streamwise streaks
with a hot-cold-hot characteristic qualitatively similar to those experimentally imaged
in the BAM6QT facility were computed. As the primary second-mode wave reaches a
large amplitude, the increase in skin friction causes the first increase in heating. The
harmonics of the primary wave begin to amplify, and eventually both the primary
second-mode, harmonics, and oblique modes saturate. The saturation causes the
mean flow to distort, and the second-mode waves begin to decay. The decay of the
second-mode wave results in a decrease in the skin friction to near-laminar levels. As
higher order modes begin strong nonlinear amplification, the heat transfer rises again
and overshoots the expected turbulent heating. Therefore, using roughness elements
to control the streak pattern and force a spanwise wave number near 90 may allow
for experimental observation of fundamental breakdown under controlled conditions.
Chou first experimented with controlling the streak pattern using nail polish
roughness elements placed on the surface of the model [34]. The nail polish was
applied using a toothpick to create discrete elements placed azimuthally around the
circumference of the cone. Each element was approximately 180 µm high. Results
obtained using TSP were inconclusive as to whether the roughness changed the streak
pattern. The technique did not permit high accuracy in applying roughness.
Luersen [27] expanded on the work using a micro-syringe to dispense nail polish
onto the surface of the 4-inch flared cone model at various distances from the nosetip.
The micro-syringe controlled the volume of nail polish, but variations between element heights and widths still existed. Typical heights were between 100-125 µm.
Figure 1.14 shows the variation between dots created using the micro-syringe method.
Placing 32 nail polish dots 21.6 cm from the nosetip, the pattern of streaks was altered. Additional streaks formed downstream of the naturally occurring streaks when
tested at unit Reynolds number of 10.5×106 /m. The nail polish created additional
streaks but did not force the desired wavenumber. Two additional experiments were
performed with 45 dots at x = 26.7 cm and 54 dots at x = 29.2 cm. Neither test
changed the observed streak wavenumber. In order to obtain better control, a thin
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Figure 1.14. Nail polish dots on the 4-inch flared cone applied using
the micro-syringe. Figure 4.1 from Reference [27], used with permission.

metal cogwheel wafer was machined. The roughness elements on the cogwheel wafer
were well controlled, but expensive and time-consuming to manufacture.
Three different types of roughness elements were tested by Luersen using the
roughness insert on the roughness insert cone. Each test placed elements 25.8 cm from
the nosetip on the insert ring. The first experiment tested 50 rub-on transfer dots
with a height of 10 µm, nearly 100 times smaller than the boundary-layer thickness.
TSP and pressure fluctuation data indicated no change in the nature of the secondmode waves. Next, a single diamond-shaped pizza box with a height of 560 µm was
tested at the same location. At a stagnation pressure of 140 psia, the k/δ was 0.63.
The pizza box had a significant effect on the flow, creating a vortex pair that can
clearly be seen in the TSP image, Figure 1.15.
Finally, a Nordson Electronic Fluid Dispenser was used to place epoxy dots on
the surface of the model. Details of this process can be found in Reference [27]. Dots
were tested at an azimutal spacing of 6◦ and 12◦ , resulting in 30 and 15 roughness
elements. With a nominal height of 533 µm, at stagnation pressures of 140 psia and
90 psia, the k/δ was 0.6 and 0.48, respectively. Figure 1.16(a) shows the result of 30
roughness elements at stagnation pressure of 140 psia. The characteristic hot-cold-
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Figure 1.15. TSP image of trailing vortices behind the pizza box on
the 5-inch flared cone at a unit Re = 10.5×106 /m. Figure 5.23 from
Reference [27], used with permission.

hot streaks are no longer present, and no large amplitude second-mode waves were
measured. Instead, a vortex pair develops behind each roughness element, acting like a
boundary-layer trip. Reducing the number of roughness elements to 15, a new heating
pattern is created but the natural streak pattern is still suppressed, Figure 1.16(b).
Luersen hypothesized that smaller elements would interact with second-mode waves
instead of acting as a boundary-layer trip. Attempts to create roughnesses smaller
than 508 µm in height using epoxy dots resulted in a loss of uniformity.
Table 1.1 contains a summary of all work performed by Luersen. The desired
range of k/δ for creating an element that affects the second-mode instability without
acting as a boundary-layer trip is somewhere between 0.13 to 0.6.
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(a) 30 Epoxy Dots

(b) 15 Epoxy Dots

Figure 1.16. TSP images of 5-inch flared cone model at a unit Re =
10.8×106 /m, flow is from left to right. Images from Reference [27]
used with permission.

Table 1.1. Summary of roughness elements tested by Luersen. Note
k/δ ratios computed for a stagnation pressure of 140 psia.
Roughness Type

x-Position

k/δ

Effect

Model

Rub-on Transfer Dots

25.8 cm

0.01

No Effect

Insert Cone

45 Nail Polish Dots

26.7 cm

0.125

No Effect

4-inch

54 Nail Polish Dots

29.2 cm

0.125

No Effect

4-inch

32 Nail Polish Dots

21.6 cm

0.130

Affected 2nd Mode

4-inch

Single Pizza Box

25.8 cm

0.63

Boundary-layer Trip

Insert Cone

30 Epoxy Dots

25.8 cm

0.60

Boundary-layer Trip

Insert Cone

15 Epoxy Dots

25.8 cm

0.60

Boundary-layer Trip

Insert Cone
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1.10

Scope of the Current Work

The focus of the current research is to develop a technique for producing discrete
roughness elements in an azimuthal array to control the streamwise streaks observed
during the non-linear saturation and breakdown of second-mode waves on the Purdue
University flared cone geometries. In addition, measurements of the amplitudes of
the second-mode disturbance with and without roughness were performed to better
characterize the non-linear breakdown of the second mode waves.
Previous work by Chou and Luersen resulted in roughness elements that were
either too small to have an effect or large enough that they acted as a boundary-layer
trip, bypassing the second-mode. The present author first continued using Luersen’s
technique of epoxy dots, but it was determined that an “aging” of the epoxy prohibited
replicating dots. A new technique was therefor developed for use on the Roughness
Insert Cone. This technique, termed the Rod Insertion Method (RIM), produced
repeatable azimuthal arrays of elements relatively cheaply and quickly.
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2. Test Facility, Instrumentation, and Data Processing
2.1

The Boeing AFOSR Mach-6 Quiet Tunnel (BAM6QT) Test Facility
The Boeing/AFOSR Mach-6 Quiet Tunnel (BAM6QT) is the largest of three

hypersonic quiet wind tunnels in the world. In order to keep operating costs to a
minimum, the BAM6QT is a Ludweig tube design incorporating a long driver tube
with a converging-diverging nozzle at the downstream end. A schematic of the tunnel
is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Schematic of Boeing/AFOSR Mach 6 Quiet Tunnel (BAM6QT).

Operation of the tunnel begins when a pair of diaphragms downstream of the test
section are burst causing an expansion fan to propagate upstream through the test
section and driver tube. Once the expansion fan has passed through the throat, the
air behind the expansion fan is accelerated through the nozzle initiating Mach 6 flow.
Approximately every 200 ms, the expansion fan reflects from the contraction causing
the stagnation pressure to drop. During each 200 ms period between reflections, the
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conditions of the flow are quasi-static. With a run time of approximately 5 seconds,
collecting data at range of Reynolds numbers is possible during a single run.
The BAM6QT incorporates several unique features to maintain a laminar boundary layer on the nozzle wall promoting a low-noise environment comparable to flight
conditions. The long divergent portion of the nozzle was designed to minimize the
Görtler instability. Additionally, it is polished to a mirror finish to reduce any roughness that may lead to transition of the nozzle wall boundary layer. A series of filters
eliminates particles larger than 0.01 µm from the air used to pressurize the driver
tube, to help protect the mirror finish of the nozzle. Just upstream of the throat,
a suction slot connected to the vacuum tank can be used to remove the nozzle wall
boundary layer. This forces a fresh laminar boundary layer to grow on the nozzle wall
starting at the bleed lip. Using the suction slot, the BAM6QT produces freestream
pressure fluctuations less than 0.02% of the mean [35]. At present, the maximum unit
Reynolds number with quiet flow is 12.5×106 /m, at an initial stagnation pressure of
170 psia. If a noise level similar to conventional hypersonic facilities is desired, the operator can close the bleed valve, creating pressure fluctuations that are approximately
3% of the mean pressure.
Two different Plexiglas windows are available for TSP imaging of a model in
the test section. The larger of the windows is a 7-inch by 14-inch rectangle. The
large field of view is optimal for obtaining TSP data, but the maximum stagnation
pressure was limited to 152 psia (138 psig). For higher stagnation pressures, a window
frame with a pair of circular porthole windows 12.7 cm in diameter is available. The
rectangular window developed cracks and was taken out of service in September of
2013. Therefore, all data from entries after this date were performed with the porthole
window. The large rectangular window has been replaced, and is now capable of being
run up to the maximum quiet stagnation pressure of 170 psia.
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2.1.1

Determining BAM6QT Test Conditions

The Mach number of the BAM6QT facility is 6.0 when operating under quiet flow
conditions. Under noisy flow, the turbulent boundary layer on the wall reduces the
effective area ratio between the throat and the nozzle exit. The reduced area ratio
produces flow of approximately Mach 5.8.
Prior to a run, the initial stagnation pressure (P0,i ) and initial stagnation temperature (T0,i ) are recorded by the operator. The initial stagnation temperature is
obtained from a thermocouple at the far upstream end of the driver tube. Uncertainty
exists in the stagnation temperature because of streamwise and radial variations that
are difficult to quantify. Details of previous efforts to refine stagnation temperature
measurements can be found in Reference [36] and [37]. The initial stagnation pressure and the stagnation pressure during the run is measured by a Kulite on the wall
near the contraction inlet and is described in detail in Section 2.5. Isentropic relationships are used to determine the stagnation temperature (T0 ) during a run. The
instantaneous stagnation temperature is computed using the following relationship:

T0 = T0,i

P0
P0,i

! γ−1
γ

(2.1)

Isentropic relationships, Equations 2.2 and 2.3, are used to determine the static
temperature (T ) and static pressure (P ) required for computing the unit Reynolds
number. The appropriate Mach number was selected based on whether a run was
performed under noisy or quiet conditions. Additionally, assuming an ideal gas allowed for the use of Sutherland’s Law to compute the dynamic viscosity (µ). The
full MATLAB code used to determine the unit Reynolds number is provided in Appendix C.

γ − 1 2 −1
T = T0 1 +
M
2
 γ−1

γ−1 2 γ
M
P = P0 1 +
2




(2.2)
(2.3)
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A Senflex multi-element hot film array is installed on the tunnel wall near the
end of the nozzle. The hot film detects the heat transfer on the tunnel wall. The
uncalibrated hot-film data were used quantitatively to determine if the boundary
layer on the test section wall is laminar (quiet) or turbulent (noisy). In addition,
when running models that may result in tunnel starting issues due to blockage, the
hot-film array can be used to determine if the nozzle-wall boundary layer is separated.
A Bruhn-6 Constant Temperature Anemometer was used to keep the temperature
through each hot-film constant. During each run either one or two hot films were
recorded to determine the state of the nozzle-wall boundary layer. Sample traces
from a quiet run and a noisy run at an initial stagnation pressure of 140 psia are
shown in Figure 2.2. The lines are offset in voltage for better visualization of the
characteristics of each. At t = 0.2 seconds, the tunnel has started. Data can be
collected for more than 5 seconds during noisy conditions. For a quiet run (red
line), reliable data occurs until a general increase in noise begins at t ≈ 2.0 second.
The increase in noise is due to intermittent growth and break down of second-mode
waves in a laminar boundary layer on the nozzle wall as determined by Steen [35]
and Casper [38]. Larger spikes in pressure fluctuations may occur due to turbulent
bursts.

2.2

Instrumentation and Data Processing
Schmidt-Boelter heat transfer gauges and PCB132A31 pressure sensors were used

to collect data. The 4-inch flared cone can accommodate up to 16 sensors while
the roughness insert cone can accommodate 9 total sensors. In order to visualize
global heat transfer, models were painted with temperature sensitive paint (TSP).
Due to the degradation of the TSP over time, models were repainted before each
entry. Registration marks were added with a black Sharpie marker every 30◦ to aid
in processing TSP data. Appendix A lists the sensor type, serial number, calibration,
and installation location for each entry.
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Figure 2.2. Hot film traces with voltage offsets exhibiting the qualitative differences between noisy and quiet flow. Turbulent bursts
appear at t ≈ 2.0 seconds under quiet flow conditions.

2.2.1

PCB132A31 Micro ICP

®

Pressure Sensor

Traditionally, hot-wire anemometry is used to measure velocity fluctuations in
low-speed flows. However, a more robust sensor is needed to withstand the starting
and shutdown loads of hypersonic facilities. The PCB132A31 pressure sensor is manufactured by the PCB Piezotronics, Inc. of Depew, New York. The pressure sensor
is high-pass filtered above 11 kHz, eliminating the mean pressure and rendering only
pressure fluctuation measurements possible. The resonant frequency is greater than
1 MHz making the sensor ideal for detecting second-mode frequencies expected to be
above 100 kHz in frequency. According to the manufacturer, the sensors can measure pressure fluctuations up to 50 psia with a resolution of 0.001 psi [39]. Fujii first
successfully used PCB132 sensors to measure second-mode waves with frequencies
between 200 kHz and 600 kHz on a 5◦ half-angle cone at Mach 7.1 [40]. PCB132A31
sensors were designed to detect the time of arrival of shock waves, therefore factory
calibrations may not accurately determine the amplitude of pressure fluctuations.
The factory calibration provided with each sensor was used to infer the pressure fluc-
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tuations in the present study. Berridge is currently developing more reliable methods
to accurately calibrate the sensors for measurements of second-mode waves [41].
The sensing head of a PCB132A31 sensor is 3.18 mm in diameter, but the sensing element is a piezoelectric crystal 0.76 mm square as shown in Figure 2.3. The
conditions tested resulted in boundary-layer thicknesses between 1.5 mm and 2.5 mm
calculated using STABL, as discussed in Section 2.4. The boundary-layer thickness
leads to second-mode wavelengths that are two to three times the length of the sensing
crystal, possibly causing some spatial averaging and reducing measured amplitudes.

Figure 2.3. Photograph of a PCB132A31 sensor without the conductive epoxy. Used with permission from Reference [41].

Data was collected with Tektronix DPO7054 or DPO7104 Digital Phosphor Oscilloscopes operating under Hi-Res mode to increase vertical resolution. Data were
collected for 0.5 seconds before the run and between 4.5 and 9.5 second during the
run. The sensors were AC coupled to eliminate any voltage offset. To satisfy the
Nyquist criteria for analyzing pressure fluctuation frequencies up to 1 MHz, the pressure sensors were sampled at 2 MHz.

Computing the Power Spectral Density and Pressure Fluctuation Magnitudes of the Second-Mode Instability
A power spectral density (PSD) describes how the power of a signal is distributed
over different frequencies. A script was written in MATLAB to compute the PSD
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of a 0.1 second time sample using Welch’s method. The mean of the voltage is
subtracted to eliminate any offset, then the data is converted to a pressure using
the factory calibration of the PCB132A31 sensor. The pressure fluctuation (P’) is
then normalized by the mean static pressure (Pmean ) at the sensor location using
results obtained from STABL computations as described in Section 2.4. Power spectra
are computed by averaging Fast-Fourier Transformations computed using a sliding
Blackman window with 50% overlap. The frequency resolution of a PSD can be
calculated by dividing the signal sampling rate by the number of points in each
window. The window size varied based on the sampling rate of the sensor to maintain
a frequency resolution of 2 kHz. A typical PSD is shown in Figure 2.4. The peak
near 270 kHz is the fundamental second-mode frequency. First and second harmonics

PSD (P’/Pmean)2/Hz

of the fundamental frequency can be seen at 540 kHz and 810 kHz, respectively.
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Figure 2.4. Power spectra from Run 208, unit Re = 8.5×106 /m, P0 = 110.5 psia.

The process for calculating the magnitude of the pressure fluctuation due to the
second-mode wave is straightforward once the PSD has been calculated. Berridge
showed that the amplitudes of the second-mode waves were best computed by inte-
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grating over the frequencies of the fundamental wave and its harmonics [41]. After
computing the PSD, the frequencies to integrate over were manually selected by the
author. Figure 2.5 shows the PSD from Figure 2.4 plotted on a linear scale. The
power of the primary frequency is orders of magnitude larger than the noise floor. It
is evident that picking the exact frequencies is not as important as ensuring that the
peak frequency is within the band of frequencies being integrated.
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Figure 2.5. Power spectra from Run 208 plotted using linear scale,
unit Re = 8.5×106 /m, P0 = 110.5 psia.

2.2.2

Schmidt-Boelter Heat Transfer Gauges

Heat-transfer rates at discrete points on the model were measured using SchmidtBoelter (SB) gauges manufactured by the Medtherm Corporation. A SB gauge is a
series of thermocouples, known as a thermopile, surrounded by a copper housing with
a conductive epoxy covering the face of the sensor. Heat is transferred through the
epoxy coating into the thermopile. The heat transfer is calculated by measuring the
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temperature difference between thermocouples. The diameter of the sensor is 3.18
mm, identical to a PCB132A31 pressure sensor.
Initially, two SB gauges were used during testing, each utilizing T-type thermocouples. Model number 8-1-0.25-48-20835TBS is calibrated for heat-transfer rates
between 0-10 kW/m2 . For heat-transfer rates between 0-20 kW/m2 , model number
8-2-0.25-20835TBS was used. Medtherm states that the calibration is linear up to
150% of the quoted range [27]. Heat transfer rates on the Roughness Insert Cone
were measured to be over 15 kW/m2 . Therefore, testing with the Roughness Insert
Cone was performed with only model 8-2-0.25-20835TBS SB gauges.
The main output from the SB gauge is the heat transfer as inferred from the
thermopile. The two wires from the SB corresponding to the heat transfer were
connected to a Stanford Research Systems Model SR560 amplifier. The gain on the
amplifier was set to 100, and the output was recorded by a Tektronix digital phosphor
oscilloscope. Previous testing by Luersen showed that sampling at 50 kHz resulted in
excess high-frequency noise [27]. Sampling at lower rates reduces the noise inherent
to the slow response times of the SB gauges. The Schmidt-Boelter data were collected
at 10 kHz using Hi-Res mode to further reduce high-frequency noise.
In addition to the heat-transfer output, each SB gauge outputs the voltage readings from the thermocouples closest and farthest from the surface of the model. Each
thermocouple was connected to an Omega MCJ cold junction compensator, which
adjusts the thermocouple voltage to eliminate deviations due to the variation in the
room temperature. After filling to the desired stagnation pressure, a minimum of 10
minutes is allowed to pass so that the air can settle in the driver tube. Once the time
has passed, the temperature of the model surface was recorded. An Omega surface
thermocouple with self-adhesive backing was also attached to the base of the model.
The average temperature based on the SB gauge and the self-adhesive thermocouple was used to determine the model reference temperature (Tref ). A temperature
difference of less than 3 Kelvin was normally observed between the self-adhesive thermocouple and the surface thermocouple in the SB gauge. The reference temperature
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is used in the calibration process for TSP imaging as described in Section 2.3.4. To
obtain accurate TSP calibrations, at least one SB gauge was installed far enough
upstream to be in the laminar portion of the boundary layer on the flared cone when
using the large rectangular window.

2.3

Temperature Sensitive Paint (TSP) Measurements

2.3.1

Temperature Sensitive Paint

TSP can be used to obtain global temperature distributions and heat-transfer
rates. Reference [42] contains an exhaustive discussion on the theory and application
of both pressure sensitive paint and temperature sensitive paint. Ward performed
experiments to tailor the use of TSP in the BAM6QT facility [43]. For the sake of
brevity, only the basics will be presented here.
Temperature sensitive paint consists of luminophore molecules and a binder dissolved in a solvent. The luminophore molecule is excited by a photon, usually from a
light source with a particular wavelength. As the molecule relaxes, it emits a photon
at a longer wavelength. The temperature of the luminophore molecule is inversely
proportional to the intensity of the light emitted. The luminophore molecule used at
Purdue University is 99.95% Tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) chloride hexahydrate,
also known as Ru(bpy). Ru(bpy) can be excited using light with a wavelength of
either 320 nm or 452 nm and has one emission peak at 588 nm [42]. The large
rectangular window used for imaging models in the BAM6QT facility is constructed
of UVA plexiglass. The transmittance of UVA plexiglass is less than 0.5% at 320
nm [44]. Therefore it was necessary to excite the Ru(bpy) molecules using two blue
LED arrays that transmit light at 452 nm.
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2.3.2

Application of TSP

Before painting, the surface of the cone was thoroughly cleaned using acetone,
and the sensor holes in the model were plugged using metal rods. Gloves were worn
throughout the entire process so that skin oils would not contaminate the surface. An
insulating layer of paint must be applied to the cone before application of the TSP
to maintain a high signal-to-noise ratio during imaging [43]. The insulating layer
was applied without the nosetip attached and care was taken to feather the paint
at the upstream end of the frustum, as shown in Figure 2.6. If the paint is applied
too heavily, a forward-facing step will form and perturb the flowfield. Top Flite
Lustrekote spray paint was used to produce an insulating layer. Eight total layers
of paint were applied to the model on the same day. Four layers of “white primer”
were applied followed by four layers of “Jet White” paint. Per the instructions on the
spray paint can, layers of paint were applied with intervals of 3 to 5 minutes between
coats. The insulating layer was sanded with 500-grit and 1000-grit wet sand paper
after allowing 24 hours for the paint to fully dry.

Figure 2.6. Photograph of feathered paint job near upstream end of
frustum. Model was painted with insulating layer, TSP, and then wet
sanded.

The following is a recipe to mix one batch of TSP. First, 12 mg of Ru(bpy)
is measured and combined with 10 mL of 190 proof ethanol in a container with a
lid. The container is rigorously shaken to ensure a majority of the Ru(bpy) crystals
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have dissolved. If too many crystals are present, additional ethanol was added to
dissolve any remaining crystals. The ethanol evaporates once the TSP is applied to
the model, so adding additional ethanol does not alter the quality of the TSP. Next,
20 mL of AMTech AM-500-4 urethane clearcoat is added. The mixture is agitated
again. Finally, 5 mL of AmTech AM-570-12 medium hardener is added and shaken
to ensure uniformity. Normally it was necessary to make four batches to paint either
flared cone model. A container with a capacity of at least 140 mL was used to mix
all four batches at the same time by quadrupling the recipe.
The TSP is applied using a gravity-fed paint gun with approximately 20 psia of
air supplied. The first coat was lightly applied, with successive coats being thicker. If
too much paint is applied at one time, drips and runs can form and the entire painting
process must be restarted. A minimum of 20 minutes was allowed to transpire between
coats. It was necessary to apply between 6 and 8 coats of TSP depending on how
thick the TSP coats were applied. Again, special care was taken to apply less TSP
at the upstream end of the frustum to avoid a forward-facing step. The model was
sanded with 500-, 1000-, 2000-, and 3000- grit wet sand paper after the paint cured
for a minimum of 24 hours.
After wet sanding the surface, registration marks were applied to the surface of
the model. The registration marks are used to determine the position of features
present in TSP images. The model was mounted to a precision rotary stage and
placed in a vise on the table of an end mill. The rotation of the stage was monitored
using a digital readout. A black Sharpie fine-point marker was inserted into a collet
in the mill’s chuck. The pen was slowly lowered until a small black dot was left on the
surface of the cone. The black dots were applied along rays starting with the most
downstream sensor hole. The dots were applied in 2.54 cm (1 inch) increments in the
streamwise direction with an azimuthal spacing between rays of approximately 30◦ .
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2.3.3

TSP Data Collection and Post-Processing

Three different images must be collected in order to convert the light intensities
measured by the camera into temperature change. Once the tunnel has been pressurized and allowed to settle for a minimum of 10 minutes, a dark image is collected.
This image is taken with the room lights and the blue LED lights off. Next a flow-off
image is taken with just the blue LED lights illuminating the cone. Normally between 20 and 30 images were collected and averaged to create one “dark” and one
“off” image. Flow-on images, subscripted as “on” images, were collected during each
run with only the blue LED lights on.
Data were recorded using a PCO.1600 14-bit CCD camera. To avoid saturation of
the CCD element, a 556 nm long-pass filter was used to allow the light emitted from
the TSP in while omitting the light from the blue LED lights [45]. Several options
were changed in the CamWare software provided by the distributor to optimize the
operation of the CCD camera. A 35 Hz frame rate was used by Ward in previous
TSP testing. To achieve this rate, the exposure time of the camera was balanced with
the opening of the aperture so the intensity of individual pixels were just below the
camera saturation level. This was done to achieve the highest signal-to-noise ratio
during a run when the intensity decreases as model temperatures increase. The same
exposure time, frame rate, and aperture setting were kept constant when capturing
the dark, off, and on image for a particular run. Two analog-to-digital converters
were used to increase the frame rate of the camera. The trade off for higher frame
rates is a band of dead pixels that can be seen in some TSP images running vertically
through the center of the image. Binning was used to reduce the overall noise of an
image. The binning setting in the CamWare software was set to 2X2, averaging 4
pixels into a single pixel, and halving the number of pixels per image to 800 pixels
by 600 pixels.
Each image captured by the CCD is a matrix of pixels, each assigned an intensity
between 0 and 16384. The matrix corresponding to the intensities for the dark, off,
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and on images are Idark , Iof f , and Ion , respectively. The background noise, Idark , is
first subtracted from the off and on intensities. The temperature change of any pixel
during a run can then be calculated by using the following equation:

∆T = f

Ion − Idark
Iof f − Idark

!

(2.4)

The determination of the function f requires a calibration between the intensity
and temperature of the Ru(bpy) molecule. Curve number 7 in Figure 3.13 from
Reference [42] corresponding to Ru(bpy) in Dupont ChromaClear was digitized and
a linear fit was calculated between 280-340 Kelvin. The reference temperature of
-150◦ C was shifted to the initial temperature of the model before a run (Tref ) and
the resulting calibration was found to be:
Ion − Idark
∆T = (367 − Tref ) 1 −
Iof f − Idark

!

(2.5)

The calibration is valid over temperatures from 280-340 Kelvin where the inverse
proportionality of the temperature and intensity is nearly linear.

2.3.4

Procedure for Calculating Heat-Transfer from TSP

Combining TSP intensity and SB gauge data, it is possible to calculate the global
heat transfer to the surface of a model. The method was developed by Professor
John Sullivan of Purdue University. Several assumptions must be made to infer the
global heat-transfer rate by comparing the TSP intensities to the SB gauge. The
heat-transfer process is assumed to be one-dimensional and quasi-static in the radial
direction, and the temperature of the model beneath the insulation layer must be
constant during a run. A nearly uniform paint thickness is needed for even heat
transfer to the model surface. The paint thickness was measured using an Elcometer
456 capacitance gauge following the procedure outlined by Luersen [27]. Figure 2.7
shows the paint thickness for each entry that data will be presented for, except Entry
5. Variations in the paint thickness are no larger than 12% of the mean for any
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one entry, similar to the thickness variations measured by Ward [43]. It is unknown
how the variations in paint thickness affect the TSP measurements, but the constant
thickness assumption appears to be reasonable for all entries.
Entry 1, 4-Inch Cone
Entry 2, 4-Inch Cone
Entry 3, 4-Inch Cone
Entry 7, 4-Inch Cone
Entry 8, Roughness Insert Cone
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Figure 2.7. TSP thickness measurements showing uniformity of paint layer.

Fourier’s Law for one-dimensional, quasi-static heat transfer (q) normal to the
wall is given by Equation 2.6. In the equation κ is the thermal conductivity, L is the
thickness of the TSP and insulating layer, T is the surface temperature of the TSP,
and Tb is the temperature of the frustum below the layer of insulating paint.

q=

κ
(T − Tb )
L

(2.6)

Equation 2.6 needs to be altered since the temperature change measured by the
camera, Equation 2.5, is the difference between the temperature during the run and
the initial temperature of the cone (∆T = T − Tref ). Determining the heat transfer
requires modifying Fourier’s Law to quantities that can be quantitatively measured
during a run. The following equation is used to determine the heat transfer based on
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the temperature change from TSP data and measuring the cone temperature, Tref ,
before a run.
κ
(∆T + Tref − Tb )
(2.7)
L
Ward attempted to determine q directly from quantities measured on the right
q=

hand side of Equation 2.7. The computed heat transfer rates did not agree with the
heat transfer measured by the SB gauge [43]. Instead, success was found by assuming
that k/L and Tb are constants that can be calibrated from the experimental SB gauge
and TSP image data. A comparison patch of TSP is selected near the SB gauge
location in the TSP image. The surface area of the comparison patch is similar in
size to that of the SB gauge. A sample TSP image with an SB gauge and a comparison
patch drawn as a red box is shown in Figure 2.8. The comparison patch and the SB
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Figure 2.8. TSP image with comparison patch outlined in red. The
surface area is approximately the same as the SB gauge next to the
box.

Figure 2.9 shows the data from the TSP comparison patch and the SB gauge
averaged over individual camera exposures during a single run. The peak in heat
transfer at time t = 0 is caused by the tunnel start-up processes. It is necessary to
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include the peak in the calibration so that the large heat-transfer rates that occur
during laminar-turbulent transition can be accurately calibrated. A least-squares
linear fit is used to determine the values of k/L and Tb . Figure 2.10 shows the same
data from Figure 2.9 parametrically plotted along with a least-squares linear fit. A
similar example with TSP data obtained on the Roughness Insert Cone is also shown.
The kink in the curve near 2 kW/m2 was observed by Luersen [27]. He found that a
third-order fit reduced the RMS error, but a physical justification for a third-order fit
could not be found. In all present data, a first-order linear fit was used to calibrate the
TSP images. Future results may be processed using the exponential terms multiplying
a linear fit as outlined in Appendix E of Luersen’s MS Thesis.
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Figure 2.9. Heat transfer measured by a SB gauge and uncalibrated
temperature change measured using TSP during a typical run.
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Figure 2.10. Experimental heat transfer versus the TSP temperature change compared to the linear fit computed by the least-squares
method for both flared cone models. Note the kink in the experimental data near 2 kW/m2 .

2.4

Using STABL to Compute the Mean Flow Solution
The mean static pressure on the surface of the cone at each sensor is needed to

normalize the power spectra and pressure fluctuations as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
The sensor locations on the 4-inch flared cone and the Roughness Insert Cone are
different than the locations previously computed by Luersen [27]. Therefore, new
calculations were necessary for both models since full computational solution files
from Luersen could not be located. The computations were performed at Purdue
using STABL version 3.0 beta. The mean flow solution was used to determine the
static pressures on the surface of the cone, the boundary-layer thickness, and the
edge Mach number. Generating a grid that produced reliable results was not a trivial
task. The radius of curvature near the nosetip proved especially troublesome, but
final results varied by less than 1% at locations previously calculated by Luersen [27]
and Gronvall [46].
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2.4.1

Grid Generation

The STABL Grid Generation module was used to produce a suitable grid for
computation. The “Lower Shape Power-Law Upper” grid format allows for the user
to input a series of x-y points that correspond to the shape of the model surface.
STABL then generates the upper surface of the grid using a power-law function.
The interior points between the lower and upper surface create points normal to the
surface. The values of the parameters needed to generate the grid were identical to
those reported in Section 3.1 of Luersen’s Thesis [27].
The MATLAB script created by Luersen’s [27] was modified to generate the xy coordinates for two different flared cone geometries, the 4-inch Flared Cone with
a 140 µm nosetip radius and the Roughness Insert Cone with a nosetip radius of
150 µm.

2.4.2

BAM6QT Freestream Conditions for STABL Computations

Pre-run temperatures on both flared cone geometries were measured using the
surface thermocouple output from the SB gauge. Typical temperatures ranged from
approximately 295 to 305 K. Similar values recorded by Ward on the 7◦ half-angle
straight cone showed less than a 1◦ K increase over pre-run temperatures during
a typical run [43]. Therefore, all computations were performed with an isothermal
wall temperature on the model of 300 K. The freestream conditions were determined
from typical operational values when running the BAM6QT facility assuming an ideal
gas with γ of 1.4 . The STABL CFD Solver Input File requires the Mach number,
stagnation pressure, freestream density, and freestream static temperature. A Mach
number of 6.0 was used since all computations were for quiet flow conditions. The
stagnation pressure was assumed to be 10 psia lower than the initial stagnation pressure based on experimental observations. Four different simulations were performed
for freestream stagnation pressures of 90, 120, 140, and 160 psia. Isentropic relations were used to calculate the freestream density and static pressure at Mach 6.
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Sutherland’s law was used to calculate the freestream dynamic viscosity. The STABL
calculations performed neglect both chemistry and vibrational energy effects. The
chemical composition of the air was modeled as 76.7% N2 and 23.3% O2 . Table 2.1
lists the densities and temperatures used in the STABL input file for each simulation.
Table 2.1. Densities and Temperatures Used in STABL Calculations
for Four Different Stagnation Pressures.

2.4.3

P0 [psia]

ρ [kg/m3 ]

T [K]

90

0.0267

51.3

120

0.0354

51.6

140

0.0411

51.8

160

0.0469

51.9

Results from STABL Calculations

Static Pressure Ratios
The static pressure on the surface of the model at each sensor location was extracted from the STABL solution files. The “static pressure ratio” is the static pressure at a location divided by the freestream stagnation pressures. The pressure ratio
was computed for all four freestream stagnation pressure. The maximum difference
between the pressure ratio at a given stagnation pressure from the mean value was
less than 0.1%, indicating that the ratio is independent of the freestream stagnation
pressure. Therefore, the pressure ratio used in computations was the average over
the four stagnation pressures computed. The pressure ratios on the 4-inch flared cone
are presented in Table 2.2. The current computed values differ from those of Luersen
and Gronvall by less than 1%.
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Table 2.2. Comparison of static pressure ratios at each sensor location
on the 4-inch flared cone geometry with 150 µm radius nosetip.
x, cm

Current Work Luersen

Gronvall

23.0

0.00109

0.00109

0.00110

28.0

0.00122

0.00123

0.00124

33.0

0.00137

0.00137

0.00138

35.6

0.00145

–

–

38.1

0.00154

0.00154

0.00155

40.6

0.00164

–

–

43.2

0.00174

0.00173

0.00175

45.0

0.00181

–

–

The pressure ratio was computed for the locations of the sensors on the Roughness
Insert Cone as well. The pressure ratios were again independent of the freestream
stagnation pressure. The maximum deviation from the mean was less than 0.1%.
The pressure ratio at each sensor location on the Roughness Insert Cone are given in
Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Static pressure ratios on the Roughness Insert Cone at
each sensor position.
x, cm

Static Pressure Ratio

33.9

0.00140

36.5

0.00148

39.0

0.00158

41.6

0.00167

44.1

0.00177

46.6

0.00188

49.2

0.00200
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Boundary-Layer-Edge Thickness
The boundary-layer-edge thickness (δ) is needed to non-dimensionalize the roughness element height. In order to determine the thickness, a suitable method had
to be chosen for the boundary-layer edge detection algorithm. The edge detection
method was set to “Total Enthalpy First Reached”. The boundary-layer was determined when the enthalpy reached 100.3% of the freestream enthalpy. This value was
chosen based on personal correspondence with Ross Wagnild from Sandia National
Laboratories [47].
Due to time restraints, it was not feasible to compute the mean flow solution
for every experimental condition tested. Theoretically, the thickness of a laminar
boundary layer is inversely proportional to the square root of the unit Reynolds
number. For the STABL computations, the boundary-layer thickness was extracted
at the desired location on the cone surface and plotted against the inverse of the
square root of the unit Reynolds number. A least-squares linear fit was used to
determine an equation that could be used to calculate the boundary-layer thickness
with a high degree of confidence for all stagnation pressures tested. Figure 2.11 shows
the computed boundary-layer thickness at 90, 120, 140, and 160 psia along with a
linear-fit for the Roughness Insert Cone at x = 25.7 cm. The fit is excellent.

Boundary Layer Thickness [m]

1.2E-03

Data from STABL Computations
Linear Fit

1.2E-03
1.1E-03
1.1E-03
1.0E-03
9.5E-04
9.0E-04
8.5E-04
8.0E-04
7.5E-04
2.5E-04

3.0E-04

3.5E-04

4.0E-04

1/Re0.5 [m-0.5]

Figure 2.11. Computed boundary-layer thicknesses at x = 25.7 cm on
the Roughness Insert Cone with a linear curve fit.
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2.5

Kulite Pressure Sensors
The operation of the BAM6QT requires the use of two Kulite pressure sensors.

Kulite sensors can make both static and dynamic measurements by using a linear
calibration to convert voltage to pressure. A Kulite XCQ-062-15A is installed in the
diffuser downstream of the test section. This XCQ-062-15A sensors is mechanically
stopped at 15 psia. At pressures greater than 15 psia, the sensor outputs a nearly
constant 12 V signal [48]. This feature is exploited to create a consistent procedure
to begin data collection. During tunnel start-up, the pressure in the diffuser section
rapidly drops below 15 psia. The sharp drop, shown in Figure 2.12, creates a voltage
decrease that is used to trigger the oscilloscopes.
A Kulite XTEL-190-500A sensor is installed flush mounted to the tunnel wall
at the beginning of the contraction, upstream of the convergent-divergent nozzle.
At this location the Mach number is approximately 0.003 [35], and the pressure
measured on the wall can be considered as the stagnation pressure. Being able to
measure static pressures up to 500 psia [49], the Kulite XTEL-190-500A is suited for
all tests performed in the BAM6QT. When reporting stagnation pressure, the initial
stagnation pressure (P0,i ) refers to the pressure for t < 0 sec. The stagnation pressure
at a given time during the run is labeled as P0 . A calibration for the contraction
Kulite was obtained once per week-long entry. To calibrate the contraction Kulite, the
voltage was recorded at atmospheric pressure and several initial stagnation pressures.
It was then calibrated by comparing to the pressure measured by a Paroscientific Inc.
Model 740 Digiquartz Portable Standard capable of measuring pressures up to 300
psia. A typical stagnation pressure trace is shown in Figure 2.12. The quasi-static
nature of the stagnation pressure can be seen by the stair-step shape of pressure trace.
All tunnel condition Kulite voltages were sampled on Tektronix digital phosphor
oscilloscopes in Hi-Res mode at a rate of 10 kHz.
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Figure 2.12. Plot of voltage trace from the diffuser Kulite used to
trigger data collection. Also plotted is a typical stagnation pressure
trace during a run.
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3. Experimental Results
Data are presented from both the 4-inch Flared Cone and the Roughness Insert Cone.
Five entries with the 4-inch flared cone were performed from May 2013 to March 2014.
The cone was tested with and without epoxy roughness elements. One entry with
the Roughness Insert Cone was performed in April and May 2014. Testing with
the Roughness Insert Method (RIM) proved that the concept is a viable option for
further testing. Results without any roughness added will be referred to as “smooth
wall.” All data are acquired from runs using the bleed slot to create a quiet noise
environment in the test section. Run numbers are in the format ENN where E is the
entry and NN is the run within the entry. For example, Run 305 is the fifth run in
the third entry. The run numbers are provided so that the sensor types, locations,
calibrations, and run conditions can be determined using Appendices A and B.

3.1

4-Inch Flared Cone Data

3.1.1

Baseline Results with a Smooth Wall

The goal of the current research is to create roughness elements that interact
with the growth and breakdown of second-mode waves. In order to determine if
the roughness techniques affect the flowfield, it was necessary to conduct a baseline
characterization of the 4-inch flared cone.
A TSP image, PSD, and streamwise heat transfer profile of the smooth wall 4inch flared cone at a unit Re = 10.7×106 /m are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The
streamwise heat transfer profile was taken along a ray near the sensors to allow for a
correlation between heating and pressure fluctuation data. Initially a laminar boundary layer develops on the surface of the model. Heat transfer rates are relatively low,
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but the PCB at x = 33.0 cm shows a second-mode instability near 315 kHz. Approximately 37 cm from the nosetip, the heat transfer rate begins to increase rapidly,
deviating from the laminar values. The region of increased heating is composed of
many small streamwise streaks that have formed around the circumference of the
model. The heating reaches its peak value near x = 43 cm, after which the heat
transfer rate decreases. The PCB at x = 43.2 cm is just downstream of the peak
in heating. The second-mode wave has increased in amplitude. The presence of a
harmonic at 630 kHz, twice the second-mode frequency, indicates the instability is
experiencing non-linear growth. The beginning of a second increase in heat transfer
is visible at the aft end of the model.
It can be seen in Figure 3.2(b) there is a discrepancy between the experimentally
calculated laminar heat transfer rates and those computed using STABL. The uncertainties in the TSP calibration process described in Section 2.3.4 contribute to the
50-100% error during the portion of flow with a laminar boundary layer. Further
investigation and refinement of the process used for TSP calibrations is necessary to
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Figure 3.1. TSP image of the smooth wall 4-inch flared cone at a unit
Re = 10.7×106 /m, P0 = 139 psia (Run 123).
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Figure 3.2. PSD and heat transfer profile of the smooth wall 4-inch
flared cone at a unit Re = 10.7×106 /m, P0 = 139 psia (Run 123).

In order to image the model at higher unit Reynolds numbers, it was necessary
to test with the port hole window. A TSP image at the maximum quiet stagnation
pressure of 170 psia, resulting in a unit Re = 12.1×106 /m, is shown in Figure 3.3(a).
Two distinct regions of increased heating are clearly visible. The first increase in
heating occurs 36 cm from the nosetip. The two PCB sensors upstream of the increase
in heating indicate that a second-mode wave with a frequency of 330 kHz is amplifying.
As observed at the lower unit Reynolds number, the heat transfer rate reaches a
maximum before declining. The PCB sensor 40.6 cm from the nosetip, in the middle of
the cooler region, detects the same second-mode wave but with a broader bandwidth
but no spectral filling. Additionally, the appearance of a first harmonic indicates
non-linear growth. Near the aft end of the cone, the heating once again increases.
The sensor at x = 43.2 cm shows a decrease in the amplitude of the second mode
wave demonstrating that the wave is undergoing breakdown. Further, an increase
in the broadband noise floor indicates that the boundary layer is transitioning to
turbulence. The main limitation of the smaller window becomes apparent when
attempting to determine the beginning of transition based on the deviation from
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laminar heating values. Increased heating is observed over the entire portion of the
model, Figure 3.3(c). The initial point where the heat transfer deviates from laminar
heating rates cannot be determined.
The azimuthal wavenumber (kc ) was calculated by counting the number of streaks
within a 60◦ azimuthal region and extrapolating that value to a full 360◦ . Using this
method for eight different runs, the total number of streaks around the circumference
of the 4-inch flared cone with a smooth wall is between 78 and 90.
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Figure 3.3. TSP image, PSD, and streamwise heat transfer profile of
the smooth wall 4-inch flared cone at a unit Re = 12.1×106/m, P0 =
158 psia (Run 305).
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Smooth Wall Pressure Fluctuation Magnitudes
A series of eight runs were performed at P0,i ranging from 100 to 170 psia in 10
psia increments. Increasing the initial stagnation pressure, and therefore the unit
Reynolds number, causes heating to move upstream on the surface of the model as
observed when comparing Figure 3.4(a) to Figure 3.4(b). Data from the sensor 40.6
cm from the nosetip were used to determine the magnitude of the pressure fluctuations
due to the second-mode wave. Processing seven different time slices during each run,
it was possible to create a plot of the magnitude versus the Reynolds number based on
the freestream unit Reynolds number and the axial distance from the nosetip to the
sensor location, Figure 3.5(a). At a P0,i = 150 psia, the sensor is in the middle of the
first increase in heating as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Pressure fluctuation magnitudes
approach 30% of the mean static pressure on the surface of the model. Increasing
the unit Reynolds number, the sensor is downstream of the first increase in heating,
Figure 3.4(b), and pressure fluctuations are approximately 25% of the static pressure.
Further increasing the unit Reynolds number, the peak pressure fluctuations diminish
as the sensor is within the region of decreased heating where the second-mode wave is
experiencing breakdown. Figure 3.5(b) shows that as the initial stagnation pressure
is increased by 20% from 140 to 170 psia, the bandwidth of the second mode peak
nearly doubles.
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Figure 3.4. TSP images of the smooth wall 4-inch flared cone at two
different initial stagnation pressures.
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Repeatability between Entries
Since the model was re-painted before each entry, slight variations in the paint
finish are expected. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the repeatability of results between entries. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show TSP images and streamwise heat
transfer averaged across the azimuthal field of view at a unit Reynolds number of
9.3×106 /m for tests during three different entries. The variation in model temperature between runs was 1% or less. Comparing TSP images, streaks of increased
heating occur approximately 41 cm from the nosetip for all runs. Run to run differences in the TSP calibration result in the perceived change in heat transfer rates
between runs at nominally the same conditions, inhibiting direct comparison of heat
transfer rates between entries. Peak heat transfer rates taken 43.5 cm from the nosetip
in Figure 3.7 for the three runs are 9.7, 11.2, and 8.0 kW/m2 . These values result in
maximum variations of 17% from the mean of all three runs.
Comparing PSD results from sensors located 33.0 and 40.6 cm from the nosetip
in Figure 3.8(a), the peak second-mode frequency at both locations is 290 kHz for all
three entries, but the amplitudes vary from the mean values by up to 60%. Pressure
fluctuation magnitudes at the same sensor locations are shown in Figure 3.8(b). At
40.6 cm from the nosetip, the pressure fluctuation measured during Run 303 appear
to be twice as large as those measured during Run 714. A different PCB sensor
was used for each entry, each with a unique factory calibration. The uncertainty in
the factory calibrations could be the cause of the difference in peak amplitudes and
pressure fluctuation magnitudes measured.
In general, the position of heating phenomenon between entries can be compared
with a high level of confidence, though the actual levels of heat transfer may vary
due to different TSP calibrations. The frequency of second-mode waves is consistent
between entries, but the amplitudes may vary. Testing in the future will focus on
consistently placing the same sensor at the identical downstream location to eliminate
entry-to-entry variations in pressure fluctuation data.
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Figure 3.6. TSP images during three different entries at a unit Re = 9.3×106 /m.
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40.6 cm for a unit Re = 9.3×106 /m demonstrating repeatability between entries.
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Model Temperature Effects
When conducting successive runs, the model temperature, Twall , steadily rises.
The effects of the increasing model wall temperature on TSP results and the power
spectral density was studied. An initial quiet run was performed at a unit Re ≈
10.7×106 /m (P0,i = 170 psia). Next a noisy run at a P0,i = 240 psia was performed
to maximize the heat transfer to the model and increase its temperature. This quietnoisy cycle was repeated two more times, but data were only collected under quiet
conditions.
Heat transfer profiles along the same ray for all three runs are shown in Figure 3.9(a). Peak heating rates are between 15 to 20 kW/m2 at a distance of 42.0
cm from the nosetip. As the model wall temperature increases by 4%, the peak
heat transfer rate decreases by approximately 20%. Figure 3.9(b) is the average heat
transfer along the surface of the model averaged azimuthally across the entire field
of view. The peak in heating has decreased to between 10 to 15 kW/m2 and now
occurs further upstream at a distance of 40.5 cm from the nosetip. Qualitatively similar behavior from the fundamental breakdown of second-mode waves at Mach 6 was
computed by Sivasubramanian and Fasel in Reference [50]. The linear calibrations
obtained from processing the TSP is shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.11 compares the PSDs at two different sensor locations. There is no
discernible difference in the second-mode wave peak frequency either location as the
model temperature increases. When using the same sensor, the amplitudes of the
second-mode waves differ by 25% or less of the mean value. Additionally, the magnitude of the pressure fluctuations differ by less than 12% of the mean.
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Figure 3.9. Streamwise heat transfer profiles along a single ray and
averaged across the field of view for increasing model wall temperatures. All runs nominally at a unit Re ≈ 10.7×106 /m.
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of PSDs at two different locations as model
wall temperature increases. All runs nominally at a unit Re ≈
10.7×106 /m.
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3.1.2

Results Using Epoxy Roughness Elements

The Nordson EFD was used to dispense epoxy onto a flat aluminum plate to
determine the optimal dispense time to create epoxy roughness elements similar to
those produced by Luersen [27]. The epoxy was purchased in 2011 and came in
sealed containers. When creating the epoxy dots, the seal on the plastic container
was broken and a small amount was transferred to the electronic fluid dispenser. All
results presented are made with epoxy that had been open to the atmosphere for
over 1 year. Attempts to use new epoxy that had not yet had the seal broken failed
to produce proper sized roughness elements. The viscosity of the epoxy that had
previously been exposed to the air had increased, resulting in less spreading as the
dot was applied. The newer “un-aged” epoxy tended to spread out into uneven blobs.
Except in the case of this “aged” epoxy, the fluid dispenser was not able to create
the correctly sized roughnesses readily.
Using the “aged” epoxy, a 27 gauge tip and a 22.5 psig dispensing pressure were
used while varying the dispense time between 0.25 and 1.0 seconds. At least ten test
dots were created for each dispense time. The mean height, width, and length are
reported in Table 3.1 along with the standard deviation of the same dimensions in
Table 3.2. As the dispense time was increased from 0.25 to 0.75 seconds, the average
height of the elements increased. Increasing the dispense time from 0.75 to 1.00
second did not increase the height, but rather the dot grew in width and length.
Based on the results from Luersen, current work focused on creating roughness
elements that resulted in a k/δ between 0.13 and 0.6. Based on STABL computations,
the boundary-layer thickness 17 cm from the nosetip varies between approximately
750 µm and 1000 µm over the range of P0,i from 90 to 170 psia. All four dispense
times result in roughness heights that create a k/δ in the desired range. Therefore,
testing began with epoxy dots created using a 0.25 second dispense time. When larger
dots were necessary, a 0.75 second dispense time was used because it created the most
uniform dots with a height of approximately 300 µm.
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Table 3.1. Mean height, width, and length of epoxy test dots for four
different dispense times. Dimensions are in microns.
Dispense Time [sec]

Height

Width

Length

0.25

196

526

438

0.50

295

635

637

0.75

330

758

767

1.00

320

856

850

Table 3.2. Standard deviation of the height, width, and lenght of
epoxy test dots for four different dispense times. Dimensions are in
microns.
Dispense Time [sec]

Height

Width

Length

0.25

29

46

53

0.50

12

48

51

0.75

11

44

36

1.00

14
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Small Epoxy Dots (≈ 200 µm)
Using the 0.25 second dispense time, 30 epoxy dots spaced azimuthally 12◦ apart
were created 17 cm downstream from the nosetip. The roughness elements had an
average height of 210 µm. The dots were not perfect circles, with an average azimuthal
width of 410 µm and a streamwise length of 280 µm. A TSP image with these
roughness elements at a unit Re = 10.7×106 /m is shown in Figure 3.12. The k/δ at
this condition is 0.25. The azimuthal wavenumber is 84, and no apparent physical
change in the heating pattern is observed. Figure 3.13 shows that the second-mode
wave amplitudes remain nearly unchanged with the small roughness elements added
at this location. Therefore it was determined that a k/δ = 0.25 is too small to have
a significant effect.
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Figure 3.12. TSP image of the 4-inch flared cone with 210 µm high
roughness elements 17 cm from the nosetip during at a unit Re =
10.7×106 /m, P0 = 138 psia (Run 120).
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Figure 3.13. PSD comparison of smooth wall versus 210 µm high
roughness elements placed 17 cm from the nosetip (Run 120).
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Creating the same height epoxy dots further upstream increases the k/δ ratio due
to a decrease in the boundary-layer thickness. Epoxy dots made with a dispense time
of 0.25 second were next placed 14.5 cm from the nosetip. The resulting roughness
elements had an average height of 200 µm, an azimuthal width of 400 µm, and a
downstream length of 240 µm. The width of a single dot is approximately 3◦ azimuthally on the surface of the model. Figure 3.14 is a TSP image of the model at a
P0,i = 150 psia with a k/δ = 0.26. The azimuthal wavenumber is 84, comparable to
the smooth wall case, but the TSP image shows the structure of the streaks within
the first increase in heating has changed. Figure 3.15 is an enlarged TSP image
with the major heat transfer features labeled. It can be seen that streak pairs have
begun to develop directly downstream from each element. The two streaks in each
streak pair are separated by 3◦ , the same azimuthal width as the roughness elements.
Additionally, the center-to-center spacing of adjacent pairs of streaks is the same
12◦ spacing present between epoxy roughness elements. An additional single streak
can be seen developing between streak pairs. This additional streak persists further
in the downstream direction than the streak pairs. With a k/δ = 0.26, the roughness
element has become large enough to affect the heat transfer pattern associated with
the second-mode growth and breakdown on the 4-inch flared cone.
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Figure 3.14. TSP image of the 4-inch flared cone with 200 µm high
roughness elements 14.5 cm from the nosetip at a unit Re =
10.5×106 /m, P0 = 136 psia (Run 205).

Figure 3.15. Enlarged image of Figure 3.14 with pertinent flow features labeled.
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The power spectral densities of the pressure signals with the 200 µm high roughnesses versus the smooth wall case are shown in Figure 3.16. It can be seen that
large amplitude second-mode waves are still present at distances of 33.0 and 43.2 cm
from the nosetip with the roughness elements added. Since there is no increase in the
broadband noise floor of the sensor, the added roughness is not acting as a boundarylayer trip. Placing epoxy roughness elements further upstream on the surface of the
model to increase the k/δ ratio was not possible due to the decreased circumference of
the nosetip. The epoxy dots could not be spaced far enough apart to become discrete
elements.
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Figure 3.16. PSD of the smooth wall case versus the 200 µm high
roughness at x = 14.5 cm.
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Large Epoxy Dots (≈ 300 µm)
Creating a k/δ greater than 0.26 required the use of a 0.75 second dispense time as
discussed in Section 3.1.2. Tests were first performed with 30 epoxy dots spaced every
12◦ around the circumference of the model 17.0 cm from the nosetip. The resulting
roughness elements had a mean height of 320 µm and an average width of 700 µm.
This width corresponds to an azimuthal angle of 4.4◦ . Figure 3.17 is a photograph of
the epoxy dots applied to the stainless steel nosetip.

Figure 3.17. Epoxy dots applied to stainless steel nosetip approximately 17.0 cm from the nosetip.

Figure 3.18(a) through 3.18(c) show the model during Entry 1 at unit Reynolds
numbers of 8.6, 9.6, and 10.5×106/m. The corresponding k/δ ratios are 0.35, 0.37,
and 0.39, respectively. It can be seen the same pattern of heat transfer occurs at all
three unit Reynolds numbers. A pair of streaks forms downstream from each element
and interacts with the natural hot-cold-hot heating behavior. An azimuthal heat
transfer profile, Figure 3.19, shows that the center-to-center spacing between streak
pairs is 13◦ , nearly the same as the spacing between epoxy dots. The spacing between
individual streaks within a streak pair is difficult to distinguish but is measured to
be approximately 4◦ .
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(a) unit Re = 8.6×106/m, P0 = 113 psia (Run 109)
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Figure 3.18. TSP images with 30 roughness elements approximately
320 µm in height at increasing unit Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 3.19. Spanwise heat transfer profile 41 cm from the nosetip at
a unit Re = 10.5×106 /m, P0 = 137 psia (Run 110).

To determine if the roughness elements could be reproduced in a repeatable manner, the epoxy dots were removed from the surface of the model and new ones reapplied. The mean height of the reapplied dots was measured to be 300 µm with an
azimuthal width of 640 µm corresponding to a 4◦ wide dot. Figure 3.20 is a TSP
image with the re-applied epoxy dots at a unit Re = 10.8×106 /m. Comparing to
Figure 3.18(c), the heating pattern is similar with a streak pair forming downstream
from each element. A comparison of the PSD results for the re-applied versus the
original epoxy dots is presented in Figure 3.21. Upstream of the increase in heating,
the second-mode waves are similar in frequency and amplitude. At x = 43.2 cm, the
power spectral densities are significantly different. For the original epoxy dot case, a
large amplitude second-mode wave at 320 kHz is measured along with its first harmonic at 640 kHz. For the re-applied epoxy dots, a broadband increase in noise is
present along with a double peak centered at 320 kHz. The original application had
a epoxy dot placed on the sensor ray. When the dots were re-applied, the sensor ray
was between roughness elements. The difference in the amplitude of the second-mode
wave at the farthest downstream location may be due to the different location of
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individual roughness elements with respect to the sensor ray or to the small change
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Figure 3.20. TSP image of the 4-inch flared cone with 320 µm high
roughness elements 17.0 cm from the nosetip at a unit Re =
10.8×106 /m, P0 = 138 psia (Run 219).
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Figure 3.21. Comparison of PSDs of original versus re-applied epoxy
dots with heights ≈ 300 µm.
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The model was rolled in small increments to verify that the heating pattern
is dependent on the roughness element placement.

Three runs at a unit Re ≈

11.0×106 /m were performed. The cone was rolled 5◦ between each successive run.
Azimuthal heat transfer profiles for each run taken in the middle of the first increase
in heating are shown in Figure 3.22. It can be seen that as the model was rolled, the
position of the streaks of heating with respect to the sensor array did not change. This
confirms that the streak pairs are induced by the epoxy dots. The number of streak
pairs and the center-to-center spacing is identical to the placement of the roughness
elements. Additionally, the azimuthal distance between the streaks within a pair is
4◦ .
6

Run 209, Re = 10.8 x 10 /m
6
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Figure 3.22. Azimuthal heat transfer profiles showing that streaks
move with the model as it is rotated.
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3.2

Results with the Roughness Insert Cone

3.2.1

Development of the Rod Insertion Method (RIM) Roughness

Due to the “aging” of the epoxy, a new method to create controlled roughnesses
had to be developed. The Roughness Insert Cone has an insert between the nosetip
and the frustum. It can be altered and different inserts can be tested simply by
removing the nosetip and exchanging inserts. Three main design aspects were taken
into account when brainstorming ideas for a new controlled roughness:
1. Roughness elements whose height and diameter that can be reliably repeated.
Techniques that depend on the viscosity of a fluid tend to create shapes that
are not symmetrical and difficult to apply consistently.
2. Control of the azimuthal position of the roughness element with respect to the
sensor array is critical. On the 4-inch flared cone it was observed that the power
spectra changed depending on whether a sensor was between or directly beneath
a streak caused by a roughness element.
3. A roughness that could be fabricated both quickly and cheaply to allow for
testing of a wide array of roughness-element heights, diameters, and azimuthal
spacings.
Prior tests by Luersen [27] on the Roughness Insert Cone tried several new methods,
but he did not produce a roughness that met all of the design goals while still interacting with the second-mode instability. After several failed designs and with the
guidance of the ASL machine shop, a new method termed the Rod Insertion Method
(RIM) was developed. To create the RIM roughness, a blank insert (made of Torlon
or aluminum) and a plastic or metal rod with a diameter of the desired roughness
width are needed. Both polystyrene and brass rods were tested when designing the
RIM roughness. Jim Younts, a machinist in the ASL machine shop, commented that
the brass rods are the superior choice because they do not deform when pressed into
the insert. Holes of the same diameter as the rod (or 0.001-inches less) are drilled
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around the circumference of the blank insert at the desired azimuthal spacing. Accurate center-to-center placement of the holes is achieved by using a precision rotation
stage. The rods are pressed into the holes and tapped down with a small hammer.
Final height adjustments are made by machining the rods down to the desired height.
A photograph of a completed RIM roughness is shown in Figure 3.23. The four overlapping holes in the side of the insert allow it to be rotated precisely 6◦ to control the
position of the roughness elements in relation to the sensor array. These holes were
added after the results that will now be presented. Using this method, a insert can
be fabricated in less than one work day while maintaining good control over element
height, spacing, and diameter.

Figure 3.23. RIM roughness constructed of a Torlon insert with 30
evenly spaced brass rods. Four overlapping holes spaced 6◦ apart to
control position of roughness element with respect to sensor ray.

3.2.2

Smooth Wall Characterization

A TSP image of the Roughness Insert Cone at a unit Re = 9.2×106 /m is shown
in Figure 3.24(a). The familiar hot-cold-hot heating phenomenon can be seen, similar
to that observed on the 4-inch flared cone. Counting the number of streaks in the
spanwise heat transfer profile, Figure 3.24(b), the azimuthal wavenumber is estimated
to be 90. It should be noted that this is identical to the wave number with the greatest
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amplification as computed by Sivasubramanian and Fasel [33] on a flared cone with
an identical geometry except for a nosetip radius 0.01 mm larger.
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Figure 3.24. Roughness Insert Cone TSP image and heat transfer at
x ≈ 44 cm for a unit Re = 9.2×106 /m, P0 = 121 psia (Run 825).

With six PCB sensors installed in the Roughness Insert Cone, it can be seen that
the second-mode wave with a frequency of 300 kHz amplifies in the downstream direction and reaches a maximum 44.1 cm from the nosetip, as shown in Figure 3.25(a).
The maximum occurs near the peak of the first increase in heating as shown in Figure 3.25(b). Harmonics at 600 kHz and 900 kHz indicate that the second-mode wave
is experiencing strong non-linear growth. At the furthest downstream location, the
amplitude of the wave has decreased and a broadband increase in the noise is observed indicating the boundary layer is becoming turbulent. This increase in noise
is coincident with the beginning of the second increase in heating. These results are
consistent with previous measurements from the 4-inch flared cone.
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Figure 3.25. PSD at 6 different locations on the surface of the Roughness Insert Cone and streamwise heat-transfer profile averaged across
field of view at a unit Re = 9.2×106 /m, P0 = 121 psia (Run 825).

Experiments were performed with and without TSP applied to observe if there
was any tangible effect. Testing at three different initial stagnation pressures, the
magnitudes of the pressure fluctuations due to the second-mode disturbance were
measured and are shown in Figure 3.26. Each plot was generated taking a PSD
at seven time slices during a run for the six PCB sensors installed. Note that the
abscissa is the Reynolds number based on the freestream unit Reynolds number and
the axial distance from the nosetip to the sensor. Without paint, the maximum
pressure fluctuation magnitudes are near 25% for all three initial stagnation pressures.
With TSP applied, the results at P0,i of 130 and 150 psia are less than 10% different
than without paint. The measured fluctuation at 110 psia seems to be attenuated by
nearly 40%. This result is unexpected since a lower stagnation pressure would thicken
the boundary layer and reduce the effect of any surface roughness. Future tests are
planned to determine if more careful sanding of the TSP and installing the sensors
as flush as possible to the surface can eliminate this difference.
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Figure 3.26. Comparison of pressure fluctuation magnitudes with and
without TSP applied to the model (Runs 803, 804, 805, 808, 825, and
826).

3.2.3

Physical Description of RIM Roughnesses Tested

The physical attributes of the first two RIM roughnesses tested are listed in Table
3.3. Both had 30 brass rods inserted every 12◦ azimuthally into a Torlon insert ring.
At a distance of 25.7 cm from the nosetip, the insert ring has a circumference of 4.3
cm. Choosing a brass rod with a diameter of 840 µm, the width covers approximately
3◦ azimuthally on the surface of the model. The only difference between the inserts
is that the roughnesses in RIM Insert # 1 have a height of 380 µm (0.015 inch) while
those in RIM Insert # 2 are shorter at 250 µm (0.010 inch). The resulting k/δ ratios
are shown in Table 3.4 for the various stagnation pressures tested. The range of
ratios indicates that a change in the heating pattern should be observed since they
are similar to those produced with the epoxy roughness elements.
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Table 3.3. Physical attributes of RIM roughnesses tested. All dimensions are in micrometers.
Rod Diameter

Roughness Height

Number of Elements

RIM Insert # 1

840

380

30

RIM Insert # 2

840

250

30

Table 3.4. Ratios of the roughness height to boundary-layer thickness
for RIM Insert # 1 and RIM Insert # 2.

3.2.4

P0,i [psia]

k/δ [k = 380 µm]

k/δ [k = 250 µm]

110

0.36

0.24

130

0.40

0.27

150

0.43

0.28

170

0.46

0.31

Results with RIM Insert # 1 (30 Elements, Height = 380 µm,
Diameter = 840 µm)

Figures 3.27(a) and 3.27(b) are the TSP image and the corresponding power
spectra at a unit Re = 7.8×106 /m, the lowest tested. The insert was positioned
so that the sensor ray was approximately between two roughness elements. It is
difficult to discern from the TSP image whether the vortices from the roughness
element are interacting with the second-mode wave or simply acting as a boundary
layer trip. Analyzing the PSDs of the six sensors along the length of the body, it
can be seen that a second-mode wave centered around a frequency of 270 kHz is
amplifying. Even at the furthest downstream sensor, there is no broadband increase
in noise. This indicates that the roughness is in fact interacting with the secondmode disturbance. Looking at the farthest downstream sensor, it can be seen that
the sensor ray is not exactly mid-way between roughness elements.
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Figure 3.27. TSP image and PSD of the Roughness Insert Cone with
RIM Insert # 1 installed at a unit Re = 7.8×106 /m, P0 = 103 psia
(Run 814).

Figure 3.28 compares the power spectra for the smooth wall versus those with RIM
Insert # 1. For the sensors located 39.0 and 44.1 cm from the nosetip, the primary
second-mode amplitudes vary by less than 10%. The amplitude varies by more than
80% at the two aft-most sensor locations. This is expected because these sensors
are in a region where the roughness is interacting with the second-mode growth and
breakdown.
Increasing the unit Reynolds number to 10.6×106 /m causes the region of increased
heat transfer to move upstream on the surface of the model as can be seen in Figure 3.29(a). The PCB power spectra, Figure 3.29(b), show that a second-mode wave
centered at a frequency of 315 kHz is amplifying up to 39.0 cm from the nosetip. The
thinning of the boundary layer at higher unit Reynolds numbers causes the secondmode frequency to increase. Five centimeters downstream, the power spectra is fully
turbulent. The sensor 41.6 cm from the nosetip, in the region of decreased heating,
was a Schmidt-Boelter used for TSP calibrations. A new sensor hole has been added
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10◦ azimuthally from this sensor port to allow for simultaneous placement of a PCB
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pressure sensor and a SB heat-transfer gauge at the same downstream location.
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Figure 3.28. PSD comparison of the Roughness Insert Cone with
RIM Insert # 1 installed versus the smooth wall at a unit Re ≈
7.8×106 /m(Run 814 vs Run 826).
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Figure 3.29. TSP image and PSD of the Roughness Insert Cone with
RIM Insert # 1 at a unit Re = 10.6×106/m, P0 = 140 psia (Run 813).
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At the highest unit Reynolds number of 12.3×106 /m, all TSP in the field of view
shows increased levels of heating as shown in Figure 3.30(a). PCB power spectra are
presented in Figure 3.30(b). The two furthest upstream PCB sensors measure the
amplification of a second-mode wave with a frequency of 340 kHz. The sensor at 39
cm, which corresponds to the sensor on the left side of the TSP image, shows that
there is still a distinct peak at 340 kHz, but the noise levels have begun to increase.
The power spectra show that all sensors 44.1 cm and further downstream from the
nosetip are fully turbulent.
With RIM Insert # 1 installed, the roughness interacts with the second-mode wave
without acting as a boundary-layer trip. As the freestream unit Reynolds number is
increased, boundary-layer transition moves upstream on the surface of the model as
measured with TSP and PCB pressure data.
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Figure 3.30. TSP image and PSD of the Roughness Insert Cone with
RIM Insert # 1 at a unit Re = 12.3×106/m, P0 = 159 psia (Run 812).
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3.2.5

Results with RIM Insert # 2 (30 Elements, Height = 250 µm,
Diameter = 840 µm)

The Torlon insert with 30 roughness elements 250 µm in height was tested next.
The insert was positioned with the sensor ray between two roughness elements. Figure 3.31 is a TSP image processed at a freestream unit Re = 7.9×106 /m. Vertical
colored lines have been added to show where the spanwise heat transfer profiles in
Figure 3.33 were processed. Additionally, Figure 3.32 is a magnified TSP image with
the dominant heat transfer pattern features labeled.
It can be seen that the pattern of heat transfer has been altered from the smooth
wall case, but the azimuthal wavenumber remains unchanged at 90. A streak pair
forms behind each element, possibly from a horseshoe vortex, and interacts with the
natural heating pattern as observed 45.4 cm from the nosetip. Moving downstream 1
cm, an additional streak forms in the space between streak pairs. This single streak
begins approximately at the same downstream location as the streaks in the smooth
wall case. Once the streak pairs are no longer present, they are replaced by a single
streak that develops along the centerline of each streak pair as observed 48.7 cm from
the nosetip.
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Figure 3.31. TSP image of the Roughness Insert Cone with RIM
Insert # 1 installed at a unit Re = 7.9×106 /m, P0 = 103.5 psia
showing location of spanwise heat transfer profiles (Run 817).
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Figure 3.32. Magnified TSP image of the Roughness Insert Cone with
RIM Insert # 1 installed at a unit Re = 7.9×106 /m, P0 = 103.5 psia
with heat transfer features labeled (Run 817).
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Figure 3.33. Spanwise heat transfer profile comparisons at positions
shown in Figure 3.31 (Run 817).

The power spectra of the pressure fluctuations at the same freestream unit Reynolds
number are shown in Figure 3.34. A second-mode wave with a frequency of 270 kHz
is detected at the first PCB sensor 34.0 cm from the nosetip. The second-mode
wave amplifies and reaches a maximum amplitude at 44.1 cm. Large first and second
harmonics at 540 and 710 kHz indicate non-linear growth. No turbulent spectra are
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observed at the lowest unit Reynolds number and large amplitude second-mode waves
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Figure 3.34. PSD of the Roughness Insert Cone with RIM Insert # 2
installed at a unit Re = 7.9×106 /m, P0 = 103.5 psia (Run 817).

The heat transfer pattern moves upstream on the surface of the model when the
unit Reynolds number is increased to 9.3×106 /m, Figure 3.35(a). The second-mode
frequency is now 290 kHz due to the thinning of the boundary layer. The second-mode
wave amplifies and reaches a maximum amplitude 44.1 cm from the nosetip. The
sensor in the region of decreased heat transfer 46.6 cm from the nosetip is beginning
to show increased noise levels as the boundary layer becomes turbulent. The sensor
at the furthest downstream location shows that the boundary layer is almost fully
turbulent. The difference in the heat transfer between Figures 3.31 and 3.35(a) is
due to the streaks of increased heating over the SB gauge 41.6 cm from the nosetip.
Future testing with the now-replaced 7-inch by 14-inch rectangular window will allow
for better TSP calibrations since the SB gauge can be placed further upstream away
from the streaks of increased heating, which makes TSP calibration difficult and
uncertain.
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Figure 3.35. TSP image and PSD of the Roughness Insert Cone with
RIM Insert # 2 installed at a unit Re = 9.3×106 /m, P0 = 121.2 psia
(Run 815).

At a unit Re of 10.6×106 /m, all PCB sensors upstream of 39.0 cm show the
growth of a second-mode wave with a frequency of 315 kHz (Figure 3.36(b)). Moving
downstream from 39.0 cm to 44.1 cm, the power spectra shows that mixing of the
fluid in the boundary layer has caused it to become turbulent over a transitional
region of just 5 cm. The broad spectra of the sensors at 46.6 and 49.2 cm show a
turbulent boundary layer. Figure 3.37 compares four spanwise heat transfer profiles
in the turbulent-boundary-layer region. Each profile has been normalized by the
maximum value, and then offset to facilitate an easier comparison. Even though the
power spectra show that the region is fully turbulent, a certain degree of structure
still exits. Peaks in heating at -12◦, 0◦ , and 12◦ can be distinguished until near the
very aft end of the model. Streaks of lower heating can also be seen extending to the
aft end of the model at -15◦, -3◦, 9◦ , and 21◦ from the sensor array.
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Figure 3.36. TSP image and PSD of the Roughness Insert Cone with
RIM Insert # 2 installed at a unit Re = 10.6×106 /m, P0 = 139.8 psia
(Run 818).
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Figure 3.37. Spanwise heat transfer profiles at four locations in the
turbulent region of Figure 3.36(a).
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Rotating RIM Insert # 2 with Respect to the Model
The insert was rolled 6◦ causing a roughness element to be positioned directly
upstream of the sensor ray. Figure 3.38 compares the spanwise heat transfer profile
with and without the insert rolled at a unit Re ≈ 7.7×106 /m. It can be seen that
when the insert is rolled by 6◦ , the streak pair rolls by the same amount. This result
substantiates that the streak pair is induced by a horseshoe vortex forming behind
each roughness element.
Figure 3.39 compares the power spectra of the smooth wall and insert rolled 0 and
6◦ at two different locations for a unit Re ≈ 9.2×106 /m. The sensor 33.0 cm from
the nosetip is upstream of the first increase in heating. The PSD for all three cases
are similar in the measured amplitude and frequency of the second-mode disturbance.
Further downstream at x = 44.1 cm, the PSDs of the smooth wall and unrolled insert
cases are nearly identical. For both of these cases a streak of increased heating is
directly over the sensor. Rolling the insert 6◦ places the sensor at this location on
the centerline of a streak pair just downstream of the first peak in heating. The
second-mode wave frequency is similar, but the power is attenuated by over an order
of magnitude.
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Figure 3.38. Spanwise heat transfer profiles showing movement of
streak pairs with rotation of RIM Insert # 2 by 6◦ (Run 817 vs 822).
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Figure 3.39. Power spectral densities comparing the smooth wall with
the original position of RIM Insert # 2 and with the insert rolled 6◦ .

3.2.6

Pressure Fluctuation Magnitudes with RIM Roughness

The development of a mechanism-based transition prediction method will improve
the design of hypersonic vehicles. It may be possible to create a correlation between
the amplitude of the second-mode waves at breakdown and the transition process.
Pressure fluctuation magnitudes were computed for runs with the smooth wall and
both RIM roughnesses tested. Figure 3.40 shows the maximum pressure fluctuation on
the surface of the model measured at four different initial stagnation pressures. With
the 250 µm high roughnesses with the sensor ray between two roughness elements,
the maximum pressure fluctuations vary by less than 5% from the smooth wall at
P0,i of 110 and 130 psia. For the two highest stagnation pressures, the difference
increases to 25%. The fluctuation magnitudes with the largest roughness elements are
approximately 50% of the smooth wall magnitudes for all initial stagnation pressures.
This attenuation may be due to the fact that the sensor ray was not directly between
two roughness elements causing part of the horseshoe vortex to pass over the sensors.

Maximum Pressure Fluctuation [P’/Pmean]
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Figure 3.40. Maximum pressure fluctuations measured as a function
of RIM roughness height for four P0,i .

Figure 3.41 shows the pressure fluctuation data for the unrolled versus rolled insert
with 250 µm high roughnesses at four initial stagnation pressures. At the lowest
stagnation pressure, the difference in the peak fluctuations is 3%. At a P0,i of 130 psi,
the peak fluctuation is not measured with the insert rolled because of a lack of data
due to the SB gauge placement. The gap in data is clearly labeled in Figure 3.41(b).
Increasing the P0,i to 150 and 170 psia, the pressure fluctuations with the insert rolled
are 40% and 30% larger than the unrolled insert, respectively. Further investigation
is required to determine the cause of the difference in pressure fluctuations.
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Figure 3.41. Pressure fluctuation magnitude comparison of original
position of RIM Insert # 2 with the same insert rolled 6◦ .
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4. Summary of Work and Recommendations for Future
Testing
This research focused on producing a repeatable method to apply roughness to the
surface of a flared cone to interact with the second-mode disturbance and affect the
non-linear breakdown. Following the previous work by Luersen [27], experiments
began with applying epoxy roughness elements to the 4-inch flared cone. A hot-coldhot heating phenomenon occurs in the smooth wall configuration. The azimuthal
wavenumber is between 78 and 90. A second-mode wave with a frequency of 315
kHz amplifies both linearly and non-linearly before breaking down. The maximum
magnitude of the pressure fluctuations is 25-30%.
Applying epoxy roughness elements with a height of approximately 200 µm at a
distance of 14.5 cm from the nosetip resulted in a k/δ of 0.26. These elements were
large enough to cause a change in the pattern of heat transfer. Thirty roughness
elements caused 30 streak pairs of increased heating to appear in the TSP images.
Large second-mode waves are still present indicating that the roughness elements are
not acting as a boundary layer trip.
Increasing the height of the epoxy roughness elements to approximately 300 µm in
height and applying them 17 cm from the nosetip resulted in k/δ ratios between 0.35
and 0.39. These elements were also large enough to change the heat transfer pattern
during the transition process. When the model was rotated in 5◦ increments, the
streak pairs moved in the same manner indicating that they are indeed caused by
the roughness elements. However, testing with the epoxy dots could not be further
expanded because of a loss of a lack of uniformity when applying the epoxy. New
epoxy had a lower viscosity that caused the elements to form oblong shapes. Once
all the older “aged” epoxy was used, testing with the 4-inch flared cone was stopped.
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A better method for constructing a controlled roughness was needed. A new
model, called the Roughness Insert Cone, was constructed with the same flare but
a larger base diameter of 11.4 cm. Smooth wall experiments showed the growth
of second-mode waves at a nearly constant frequency for a given freestream unit
Reynolds number. The familiar hot-cold-hot heat transfer streaks were observed with
an azimuthal wavenumber of 90 per circumference. Maximum pressure fluctuation
magnitudes on the Roughness Insert Cone were computed to be approximately 25%
of the mean static pressure. A discrepancy in the fluctuation magnitudes with and
without TSP applied was observed.
A new technique was developed to provide better control of the height, diameter,
and azimuthal spacing of individual roughness elements. Using the Roughness Insert
Cone, brass rods were inserted in the insert ring to create a RIM roughness. The
constant-diameter brass rod increases the uniformity between elements in the roughness array. The spacing between elements can be precisely controlled with the use of
a precision rotation stage. Two RIM roughnesses were fabricated and tested, both
with 30 individual elements with a diameter of 840 µm. The elements of RIM Insert
# 1 had heights of 380 µm, while those in RIM Insert # 2 were 250 µm high.
Testing with RIM Insert # 1 resulted in k/δ ratios between 0.36 and 0.46. Streak
pairs formed behind each roughness element and interacted with the natural secondmode wave growth and breakdown. Maximum pressure fluctuation magnitudes were
50% of the smooth wall case at all Reynolds numbers. More extensive experiments
were performed with RIM Insert # 2. Streak pairs formed downstream from each
element, altering the smooth wall hot-cold-hot pattern, while still producing large
amplitude second-mode waves. Maximum pressure fluctuations at P0,i of 110 and
130 psia were less than 5% different than the smooth wall magnitudes. At higher
pressures, the difference increased to nearly 25%.
It was shown that the streak pairs are directly related to the roughness elements.
This was accomplished by rolling RIM Insert # 2 with respect to the frustum. Rolling
the insert resulted in changing the vortex position with respect to the sensor line.
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This change altered the power spectra, illustrating the need for precise control of the
roughness element placement with respect to the sensor ray.

4.1

Future Testing
The RIM roughness method allows for precise control of heights, widths, and

spacing between elements in an affordable way. Therefore, all future work will be
performed using the Roughness Insert Cone as the author continues work towards his
PhD. Additional tests with and without TSP applied will be performed to resolve
the discrepancy in pressure fluctuation magnitudes on the Roughness Insert Cone.
Testing with the RIM roughness will be continued. Several different variables can be
tested to observe their effect on the second-mode instability.
 The azimuthal spacing and therefore the total number of roughness elements

can be increased. Computations show that a kc = 90 should produce the largest
amplifications. These computations can be verified by testing with azimuthal
wavenumbers between 30 and 90.
 Ten RIM roughnesses with heights between 250 µm and 500 µm incremented

by 25 µm (0.001 inch) have been fabricated to determine the sensitivity of the
effect on second-mode wave heating and pressure fluctuation magnitudes.
 Brass rods with diameters of 560 µm (0.022 inch) and 1320 µm (0.052 inch)

have been obtained and will be used to test the effect of varying the roughness
element diameter.
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A. Sensor Calibrations and Installation by Entry
Calibrations for the PCB132A31 pressure sensors and Schmidt-Boelter (SB) gauges
are provided. The location, type, and serial number is listed for each entry.
Table A.1. Factory calibrations for PCB132A31 pressure sensors.
Serial Number

Calibration [mV/psi]

Serial Number

Calibration [mV/psi]

5015

144.6

6616

155.1

5398

162.1

6658

166.3

5412

131.1

6659

157.2

5420

117.3

6661

163.8

5743

176.0

6662

158.0

6225

172.0

6665

167.2

6397

167.0

Table A.2. Factory calibrations and measurement ranges for SchmidtBoelter gauges.
Serial Number

Calibration [mV/(kW/m2 )]

Range [kW/m2 ]

167031

0.3855

0-20

169252

0.6280

0-10
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Table A.3. Entry 1 - 4-inch Flared Cone
Position [cm]

Type

Serial Number

Sampling Rate

23.0

PCB

6225

2 MHz

28.0

SB

167031

500 Hz

33.0

PCB

5743

2 MHz

38.1

PCB

5412

2 MHz

43.2

PCB

5398

2 MHz

45.0

SB

169252

500 Hz

Table A.4. Entry 2 - 4-inch Flared Cone
Position [cm]

Type

Serial Number

Sampling Rate

23.0

PCB

6225

2 MHz

28.0

SB

169252

500 Hz

33.0

PCB

5398

2 MHz

38.1

PCB

5743

2 MHz

43.2

PCB

5420

2 MHz

45.0

None

NA

Table A.5. Entry 3 - 4-inch Flared Cone
Position [cm]

Type

Serial Number

Sampling Rate

23.0

PCB

6225

2 MHz

28.0

SB

167031

20 kHz

33.0

PCB

5398

2 MHz

38.1

SB

169252

20 kHz

40.6

PCB

5743

2 MHz

43.2

PCB

5420

2 MHz

45.0

PCB

5015

2 MHz
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Table A.6. Entry 5 - 4-inch Flared Cone
Position [cm]

Type

Serial Number

Sampling Rate

23.0

PCB

6616

2 MHz

28.0

PCB

6659

2 MHz

33.0

PCB

6662

2 MHz

35.6

SB

167031

500 Hz

38.1

PCB

6665

2 MHz

40.6

PCB

6661

2 MHz

43.2

PCB

6658

2 MHz

45.0

PCB

6397

2 MHz

Table A.7. Entry 7 - 4-inch Flared Cone
Position [cm]

Type

Serial Number

Sampling Rate

23.0

PCB

6665

2 MHz

33.0 + 10◦ From Sensor Ray

PCB

6616

2 MHz

33.0

PCB

6659

2 MHz

33.0 - 15◦ From Sensor Ray

PCB

6662

2 MHz

38.1

SB

167031

10 kHz

40.6 + 10◦ From Sensor Ray

PCB

6661

2 MHz

40.6

PCB

6658

2 MHz

40.6 - 15◦ From Sensor Ray

PCB

6397

2 MHz
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Table A.8. Entry 8 - Roughness Insert Cone Without TSP
Position [cm]

Type

Serial Number

Sampling Rate

33.9

PCB

6616

2 MHz

36.5

PCB

6659

2 MHz

39.0

PCB

6662

2 MHz

41.6

PCB

6665

2 MHz

44.1

PCB

6661

2 MHz

46.6

PCB

6658

2 MHz

49.2

PCB

6397

2 MHz

Table A.9. Entry 8 - Roughness Insert Cone With TSP
Position [cm]

Type

Serial Number

Sampling Rate

33.9

PCB

6616

2 MHz

36.5

PCB

6659

2 MHz

39.0

PCB

6662

2 MHz

41.6

SB

167031

12.5 kHz

44.1

PCB

6661

2 MHz

46.6

PCB

6658

2 MHz

49.2

PCB

6397

2 MHz
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B. Tunnel Conditions for Selected Runs
This appendix provides the initial stagnation pressure and temperature for selected
runs. The run numbers are composed of three digits. The first number is the entry
followed by the actual run number during that entry. For example run 208 is the eight
run from entry 2. Additionally, the unit Reynolds number and stagnation pressure 1
second into the run is provided. This time is when most results are obtained. The
roughness type is also noted for easy reference.
Table B.1. Run conditions during Entry 1.
Run

Roughness

P0,i [psia]

T0,i [C]

P0 [psia]

Re /m x 10−6

109

Epoxy k = 320 µm

121.0

159.7

112.8

8.6

110

Epoxy k = 320 µm

147.3

157.7

137.3

10.5

111

Epoxy k = 320 µm

133.2

154.6

124.1

9.6

120

Epoxy k = 210 µm

147.6

153.8

137.6

10.7

123

None

148.7

156.9

138.7

10.7

Table B.2. Run conditions during Entry 2.
Run

Roughness

P0,i [psia]

T0,i [C]

P0 [psia]

Re /m x 10−6

205

Epoxy k = 200 µm

146.1

155.3

136.1

10.5

208

Epoxy k = 300 µm

118.6

156.6

110.5

8.5

209

Epoxy k = 300 µm

146.3

155.1

136.1

10.6

211

Epoxy k = 300 µm

147.7

152.9

137.4

10.8

219

Epoxy k = 300 µm

147.8

151.1

137.7

10.9
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Table B.3. Run conditions during Entry 3.
Run

Roughness

P0,i [psia]

T0,i [C]

P0 [psia]

Re /m x 10−6

303

None

129.1

154.9

120.3

9.3

305

None

170.2

159.3

158.3

12.1

Table B.4. Run conditions during Entry 5.
Run

Roughness

P0,i [psia]

T0,i [C]

P0 [psia]

Re /m x 10−6

507

None

131.7

161.9

122.4

9.3

513

None

151.4

160.4

140.0

10.7

515

None

150.9

158.4

139.4

10.7

517

None

151.1

158.3

140.0

10.8

Table B.5. Run conditions during Entry 7.
Run

Roughness

P0,i [psia]

T0,i [C]

P0 [psia]

Re /m x 10−6

707

None

169.6

163.8

151.8

11.6

708

None

102.2

161.1

96.6

7.3

709

None

160.1

160.5

144.1

11.1

710

None

120.1

158.1

111.4

8.6

711

None

150.6

159.6

136.6

10.5

712

None

110.5

157.7

103.4

7.9

713

None

140.3

164.0

127.7

9.7

714

None

132.1

159.9

120.9

9.3
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Table B.6. Run conditions during Entry 8.
Run

Roughness

P0,i [psia]

T0,i [C]

P0 [psia]

Re /m x 10−6

803

No Paint

110.3

157.4

102.7

7.9

804

No Paint

130.4

161.3

121.4

9.2

805

No Paint

152.6

159.4

141.7

10.8

808

None

150.2

154.6

140.2

10.9

812

RIM Insert # 1

170.7

155.7

158.6

12.3

813

RIM Insert # 1

150.4

160.7

139.8

10.6

814

RIM Insert # 1

110.3

160.0

103.0

7.8

815

RIM Insert # 2

130.1

159.0

121.2

9.3

816

RIM Insert # 2

170.4

158.6

158.2

12.1

817

RIM Insert # 2

110.9

158.9

103.5

7.9

818

RIM Insert # 2

150.3

161.6

139.8

10.6

821

RIM Insert # 2

150.5

157.3

140.4

10.8

822

RIM Insert # 2

110.9

164.8

103.5

7.7

823

RIM Insert # 2

170.4

159.8

158.6

12.1

824

RIM Insert # 2

130.1

156.8

121.4

9.3

825

None

130.1

161.7

121.3

9.2

826

None

110.0

161.8

102.7

7.7
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C. Selected MATLAB Codes
The following code is used to determine the conditions in the tunnel test section
during a run based on the initial stagnation pressure, stagnation temperature, Mach
number, and stagnation pressure at the desired time.

function [Re ft, Re m, T0] = Re Calc(p0, p0 init,T0 init, M)
% p0, p0 init in psia
% M is Mach number, 6 for quiet flow and 5.8 for noisy flow

g = 1.4; % ratio of specific heats
R = 287; % J / kg K
T0 init = T0 init+273.15; % K

p0 = p0 .* 101325 ./ 14.7; % Pa
p0 init = p0 init .* 101325 ./ 14.7; % Pa
T0 = T0 init. *(p0./p0 init).ˆ((g-1)/g);

% K

p = p0 ./ (1+(g-1)/2*M.ˆ2).ˆ(g/(g-1)); % Pa

T = T0 ./ (1+(g-1)/2*M.ˆ2); % K
mu = 0.00001716 .* (T./273).ˆ(3/2) .* (384./(T+111)); % Sutherland's laws

Re m = p .* M ./ mu .* sqrt(g ./ (R.*T)); % per meter
Re ft = Re m *.3048; % per foot
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The following is the main TSP processing code used to determine the calibrated
heat transfer rates based on images from the CCD camera and the Schmidt-Boelter
gauge.

% All-in-one TSP Processing Code
% By: Brandon Chynoweth (25 March 2015)

clear all; close all; clc;
%%%%%%%%%%% BEGINNER'S INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
run

=

20;

% Enter run num number

Mach

=

6;

% Mach = 6 (Quiet), 5.8 (Noisy)

sbnum

=

1;

% SB gauge to use for calibration

% Have you generated the Iratio matrix yet?
generate iratio matrix = 1; % 0 if you have not generated this file, else 1

% ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ FILE PATHS ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ
drive

=

'I';

run num

=

num2str(run);

% Name of Drive
% Converts to string for file paths

% This path should be to the TSP Image data location
path to TSP data

=

char(strcat(drive,':\3 Degree Cone\TSP Data'));

% This path should be to the main folder
path to main

=

char(strcat(drive,':\3 Degree Cone'));

% This path should be to the folder where the camera data is located
path to camera

=

char(strcat(drive,':\3 Degree Cone\Camera Scope'));

% -------- PLOTTING OPTIONS ----------------------------------------------% Do you want the diagnostic to determine where comparison patch will be
% placed?
diagnostic = 0; % 1 for yes, 0 for no

% Do you want to see the SB gauge with the calibration overlay?
SB with cal = 0; % 1 for yes, 0 for no
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% Do you want images with pixels on the axes or meters on the axes?
image with pix = 0; % 1 with pixels, 0 with meters

% Do you want to save all images generated?
save images = 1; % 1 saves images, 0 does not save images

% Color bar scales
a1

=

[0 15];

% Scale of dT colorbar

a2

=

[0 15];

% Scale of heat transfer colorbar

% ++++++++++ ADVANCED OPTIONS +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
% These options should only be changed if the user is experienced using
% this software and is experiencing difficult processing problems.

% Chooses whether to use another filter to reduce image noise
filtering

=

1;

% I have never changed this option, [Ask Chris what this does...]
minframe

=

1;

% min frame for TSP tiff files, typically use 1

% Use this if you want to skip frames, should normally be at 1
skip

=

1;

% Change the following if not enough dark of off images are save.
frameoff

=

15;

% number of frames in off image

framedark

=

15;

% number of frames in dark image

% Changes the minimum intensity in the ON image that is considered valid, a
% way to reduce the noise outside of the model.
NoiseLevel

=

5000;

% Diameter of epoxied region of SB gauge, [mm]
Diam gauge

=

3.175;

% The following is used to compute the offset of the SB gauge
toffset lower

=

-0.3;

% lower time limit for SB offset, seconds

toffset upper

=

-0.2;

% upper time limit for SB offset, seconds

% !!!!!!!!! BEGINNING ACTUAL PROCESSING CODE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

% Detects if the tiff files have been combined yet...
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combine images dark = exist(char(strcat...
(path to TSP data,'\Images\Run',run num,'\dark.tif')));
combine images off = exist(char(strcat...
(path to TSP data,'\Images\Run',run num,'\off.tif')));
combine images on = exist(char(strcat...
(path to TSP data,'\Images\Run',run num,'\Run',run num,'.tif')));

% Combines .tiff images if it has not been done yet
if combine images dark == 0 | | combine images off == 0 | | combine images on == 0;
Tiff Combiner(path to TSP data,180,run,combine images dark,...
combine images off,combine images on);
end

% Gathering Information from TSP Image Details File
string1 = char(strcat('b',num2str(run+1)));
string2 = char(strcat('l',num2str(run+1)));
TSP Image Details = xlsread(char(strcat(path to main,...
'\Data Processing.xlsx')),'Image Details',strcat(string1,':',string2));
% offset in x-axis of image
x offset = TSP Image Details(1);
% offset in y-axis of image
y offset = TSP Image Details(2);
% number of pixels per meter in images
pix per m = TSP Image Details(3);
% pixel value of left x-coordinate where comparison to tsp will be made
pixelcompx = TSP Image Details(4);
% pixel value of top y-coordinate where comparison to tsp will be centered
pixelcompy = TSP Image Details(5);
% max time to be used in TSP ht reduction, seconds
max time = TSP Image Details(6);
% desired time to examine more closely, seconds
desired time = TSP Image Details(7);
% min frame to be used in TSP ht reduction
min frame = TSP Image Details(8);
% frequency of camera pictures
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freq = TSP Image Details(9);
% pixel that approximately lines up middle of the model in the y-direction
mid y = TSP Image Details(10);
% exposure time of the camera (ms)
expt = TSP Image Details(11);

% ********** Integrated Code from test Iratio.m ***********************
if generate iratio matrix == 0;
maxframe = max time*freq+minframe;

% Find & save intensity ratios
imagefile = char(strcat(path to TSP data,'\Images','\Run',...
run num,'\Run',run num,'.tif'));
offimage

= char(strcat(path to TSP data,'\Images','\Run',...

run num,'\off.tif'));
darkimage = char(strcat(path to TSP data,'\Images','\Run',...
run num,'\dark.tif'));

timeframe = freq * skip;

%seconds per frame

[IratioMatrix shiftX shiftY ] = Iratio(offimage,imagefile,darkimage,...
minframe,maxframe,skip,framedark,frameoff,NoiseLevel,filtering);

% to save intensity-ratio matrix
mkdir(char(strcat(path to TSP data,'\Paint data\Run',run num)))
iratio path = char(strcat(path to TSP data,'\Paint data\Run',run num));
save(strcat(iratio path,'\IratioFile.mat'), 'IratioMatrix')
end

% Schmidt-Boelter Sensor Calibration Imported
string1 = char(strcat('b',num2str(sbnum+2)));
string2 = char(strcat('c',num2str(sbnum+2)));
Sensor Cal info = xlsread(char(strcat(path to main,...
'\Data Processing.xlsx')),'SB Calibrations',strcat(string1,':',string2));
sbcal =

Sensor Cal info(1); % Calibration for SB in (kW/mˆ2)/mV
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% Retrieve SB data from waveform
[vSB,tSB] = tekread(char(strcat(path to main,'\Tunnel Conditions\Run',...
run num,' SB',num2str(sbnum),'.wfm')));

% Loading the model temperature (Tref) from the thermocouple data. This is
% an average value based on all thermocouple data input into the
% Data Processing.xlsx spreadsheet.
[Tref] = Thermocouples(path to main,run); % Kelvin

% Camera function for obtaining exposure info, and time when pictures are
% taken
max frame = round(freq*max time);
[exptt, t start, freq] = Cam Data(max frame,run num,path to camera);
expt = exptt;
% expt = expt/1000; % Gets exposure time in seconds

% dT patch versus qdot SB Comparison
% Create and find dT of comparison patch

% number of pixels along one side of comparison square
% rounded up to nearest integer
num pixels comp = ceil(pix per m * Diam gauge/1000);

% obtaining the intensity ratio value at each of the comparison pixels
% Loads the IratioMatrix if it has already been generated
if generate iratio matrix == 1;
load(strcat(path to TSP data,'\Paint data\Run',run num,'\IratioFile'));
end

% iter1 is the ypixel counter
% iter2 is the xpixel counter
Itsp comp cells = zeros(num pixels comp,num pixels comp,...
max frame-min frame+1);
for iter1 = 1:num pixels comp
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for iter2 = 1:num pixels comp
Itsp comp cells(iter1,iter2,1:max frame-min frame+1) = ...
IratioMatrix(pixelcompy + iter1-1, pixelcompx + iter2-1,...
min frame:max frame);
end
end

B = 363; % This constant comes from the slope of temperature dependence of
% the luminescence intensity from "Pressure and Temperature
% Sensitive Paints" by T. Liu and J.P. Sullivan. [Figure 3.13]

dT comp cells = (Tref-B) .* Itsp comp cells + B - Tref;

for n = 1:max frame-min frame+1
% Determines average temperature change of comparison patch each frame
dT comp(n) = mean2(dT comp cells(:,:,n));
end
% Smooths averages for better data processing
dT comp = smooth((smooth(dT comp)))';

% Convert SB voltage to heat transfer rate
% Finding indices for removal of SB offset
ind offset low = find(tSB <= (toffset lower),1,'last');
ind offset high = find(tSB <= (toffset upper),1,'last');
% Offset of SB gauge
v offset = mean(vSB(ind offset low:ind offset high));

% adjusted SB voltage such that no offset should be present
vSB no offset = vSB - v offset;
% converting voltage to heat transfer, kW/mˆ2
qdot = (vSB no offset)*sbcal*1000;

% Checks to see if SB gauge was amplified (only amplify by 100)
if qdot(length(qdot))> 15
qdot = qdot/100; % if SBs were amplified by 100
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end

% Find qdot for SB over exposure times
% averaging SB signal over exposure times
qdot avg full = zeros(1,max frame);
for iter = 1:max frame
ind average low = find(tSB <= (t start(iter)),1,'last');
ind average high = find(tSB <= (t start(iter)+expt),1,'last');
%averaged qdot over the exposure time, at each time interval
qdot avg full(iter) = mean(qdot(ind average low:ind average high));
% time at each qdot averaged interval
tq avg full(iter) = t start(iter) + expt*0.5;
end

% since we may not be using all the TSP images,
% we need to modify the heat transfer array
qdot avg = qdot avg full(min frame:max frame);
tq avg = tq avg full(min frame:max frame);
% the comparison paint time should be the same
% as the averaged heat transfer time
tpaint = tq avg;

% Derived quantities needed for processing
% Finds frame closest to desired time
desired frame = round(freq*desired time);

% Compare dT patch to qdot SB using a linear fit
p = polyfit(dT comp, qdot avg, 1);
m = p(1);
b = p(2);
qdpaint comp = m*dT comp+b;
koverl = m;
Tmodel = -((b/koverl)-Tref);
DeltaTMatrix(:,:,1) = (Tref-B) .* IratioMatrix(:,:,desired frame)+B-Tref;
QMatrix(:,:,1) = (m*DeltaTMatrix(:,:,1)+b);

%Qmatrix in W/mˆ2/mV
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% evaluate coefficient of determination for this fit (Rˆ2)
ypred = polyval(p, dT comp);
dev = qdot avg - mean(qdot avg); % deviation, measure of spread
SST = sum(dev.ˆ2);

% total variation to account for

resid = qdot avg - ypred;

% residuals, measure of mismatch

SSE = sum(resid.ˆ2);

% variation not accounted for

Rsq = 1 - SSE/SST;

% percent of error explained by polyfit

fprintf('Run = %i -- RSq %f\n',run,Rsq)

% PLOTS, PLOTS, PLOTS-PLOTS-PLOTS
% Gets image size in pixels
[max y max x] = size(IratioMatrix(:,:,1));

load TSPcolormap;
xpixel = 1:max x;
ypixel = 1:max y;
xaxis = x offset + xpixel/pix per m;
yaxis = y offset + ypixel/pix per m;

% Heat transfer trace with calibrations
if SB with cal == 1;
figure(1)
plot(tpaint, qdpaint comp', 'rˆ',tSB, qdot, 'k','linewidth',2);
xlabel('Time [sec]','FontSize',20)
ylabel('Wall Heat Flux [kW/mˆ2]','FontSize',20)
title(strcat('Rˆ2 = ',num2str(Rsq, '%.3f')),'FontSize',20)
legend('Calibrated TSP heat transfer','Heat transfer from SB gauge')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
xlim([-1 5])
if save images == 1;
print(figure(1),'-depsc',char(strcat(path to TSP data,...
'\Processed Images\Cal Run',num2str(run num),'.eps')))
print(figure(1),'-dbitmap',char(strcat(path to TSP data,...
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'\Processed Images\Cal Run',num2str(run num),'.bmp')))
end
end

% calibration slope dq vs dT
%{
figure(2)
plot(dT comp, qdpaint comp, 'bo');
filenamedT = char(strcat(path2,...
'\TSP Calibrations\dT comp',num2str(run num),'.mat'));
filenameqd = char(strcat(path2,...
'\TSP Calibrations\qdpaint comp',num2str(run num),'.mat'));
save(filenamedT,'dT comp');
save(filenameqd,'qdpaint comp');
xlabel('Temperature Change \DeltaT, [ˆ\circC]','FontSize',14)
ylabel('Wall Heat Flux [kW/mˆ2]','FontSize',14)
set(gca,'fontsize',12)
%}

% This image is useful for determining where to place the comparison patch
% and where the center of the model is located

if diagnostic == 1;
figure(3)
imagesc(xpixel,ypixel,QMatrix(:,:,1),a1)
colormap(TSPcolormap);
colorbar;
xlabel('Distance from nosetip [pixel]','FontSize',20);
ylabel('Spanwise reference [pixel]','FontSize',20);
t = colorbar('peer',gca);
set(get(t,'YLabel'),'String','Heat Transfer, [kW/mˆ2]')
set(get(t,'YLabel'),'FontSize',20)
set(get(t,'YLabel'),'FontWeight','bold')
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set(t,'FontSize',20)
set(t,'FontWeight','bold')
axis image
% Draw comparison patch on image: bottom, L, R, top
line([ pixelcompx, pixelcompx+num pixels comp],...
[ pixelcompy+num pixels comp, pixelcompy+num pixels comp],...
'linewidth',2,'Color','r')
line([ pixelcompx, pixelcompx],...
[ pixelcompy, pixelcompy+num pixels comp],'linewidth',2,'Color','r')
line([ pixelcompx+num pixels comp, pixelcompx+num pixels comp],...
[ pixelcompy, pixelcompy+num pixels comp],'linewidth',2,'Color','r')
line([ pixelcompx, pixelcompx+num pixels comp],...
[ pixelcompy, pixelcompy],'linewidth',2,'Color','r')
end

% Global Temperature Change On the Model
figure(4)
if image with pix == 1;
imagesc(xpixel,ypixel,DeltaTMatrix(:,:,1),a2)
xlabel('Downstream Distance Reference [pixels]','FontSize',18);
ylabel('Spanwise Reference [pixels]','FontSize',18);
else
imagesc(xaxis,yaxis,DeltaTMatrix(:,:,1),a2)
xlabel('Downstream Distance Reference [m]','FontSize',18);
ylabel('Spanwise Reference [m]','FontSize',18);
end
colormap(TSPcolormap);
colorbar;

t = colorbar('peer',gca);
set(get(t,'YLabel'),'String','Temperature Change \DeltaT, ˆ\circC')
set(get(t,'YLabel'),'FontSize',18)
set(get(t,'YLabel'),'FontWeight','bold')
set(t,'FontSize',18)
set(t,'FontWeight','bold')
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axis image
if save images == 1;
print(figure(4),'-depsc',char(strcat(path to TSP data,...
'\Processed Images\deltaT Run',num2str(run num),'.eps')))
print(figure(4),'-dbitmap',char(strcat(path to TSP data,...
'\Processed Images\deltaT Run',num2str(run num),'.bmp')))
end
%

iend = 500;

%

jend = 500;

%

k = 1;

%
%

for j = 1:iend;

%

for i = 1:jend;

%

B(k,1) = xaxis(i);

%

B(k,2) = yaxis(j);

%

B(k,3) = QMatrix(j,i);

%

k = k + 1;

%

end

%

end

%
save('my data.dat','B','-ascii')

%

% Global Heat transfer on model
figure(5)
if image with pix == 1;
imagesc(xpixel,ypixel,QMatrix,a1)
xlabel('Downstream Distance Reference [pixels]','FontSize',18);
ylabel('Spanwise Reference [pixels]','FontSize',18);
else
imagesc(xaxis.*1000,yaxis.*1000,QMatrix,a1)
xlabel('Downstream Distance Reference [mm]','FontSize',18);
ylabel('Spanwise Reference [mm]','FontSize',18);
end
colormap(TSPcolormap);
colorbar;
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t = colorbar('peer',gca);
set(get(t,'YLabel'),'String','Heat Transfer [kW/mˆ2]')
set(get(t,'YLabel'),'FontSize',18)
set(gca,'fontsize',18')
axis image
if save images == 1;
print(figure(5),'-depsc',char(strcat(path to TSP data,...
'\Processed Images\HT Run',num2str(run num),'.eps')))
print(figure(5),'-dbitmap',char(strcat(path to TSP data,...
'\Processed Images\HT Run',num2str(run num),'.bmp')))
end
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D. Detailed Drawing of Roughness Insert Cone and RIM
Insert

Figure D.1. Drawing of Roughness Insert Cone nosetip with microscope photograph inset.
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Figure D.2. Drawing of RIM insert for Roughness Insert Cone.
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Figure D.3. Drawing of Roughness Insert Cone frustum.
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Figure D.4. Drawing of Roughness Insert Cone frustum.

